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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Design of a Radiator Shade for Testing in a Simulated Lunar Environment

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and The

Universities Space Research Association (USRA) have chosen the parabolic/catenary

concept from their sponsored Fall 1991 lunar radiation shade project for further testing

and development. NASA asked the design team to build a shading device and support

structure for testing in a vacuum chamber. Besides the support structure for the catenary

shading device, the design team was asked to develop a system for varying the shade

shape so that the device can be tested at different focal lengths. The design team

developed concept variants and combined the concept variants to form overall designs.

Using a decision matrix, an overall design was selected by the team from several overall

design alternatives.

Concept variants were developed for three primary functions. The three functions

were structural support, shape adjustments, and end shielding. The shade adjustment

function was divided into two sub-functions, arc length adjustment and width adjustment.

This report is divided into seven primary sections. First, the introduction presents

background information about NASA and USRA. This section also provides project

background, project problems, and tasks to be accomplished by the design team. Second,

the function alternatives section includes design considerations, information about the

vacuum chamber, and design alternatives for the three functions. Third, the Evaluation of

Function Alternatives section describes the different methods the design team considered

to evaluate these alternatives. Fourth, the Evaluation of Design Combinations section,

presents the design combinations and their advantages and disadvantages. The fifth

section, Design Selection, presents decision matrix results and the final design decision.

The sixth section, Design Solution, presents the design solution and the embodiment for

the test shade. Lastly, the seventh section gives the conclusions for the project,

recommendations for the test shade, and ambient testing procedures for the test shade.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the design of a radiator shade by a team from the UT

Mechanical Engineering Design Program. The shade is a test model that will be used in a

simulated lunar environment. The following document contains the project statement, the

design methodology the team followed, the design alternatives developed by the team, and

the overall design chosen by the team.

1.1 Sponsor Background

This project was co-sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) and the University Space Research Association (USRA). NASA

was established in 1958 to conduct and coordinate research of flight within and beyond

earth's atmosphere. Since its establishment, NASA has launched numerous unmanned

space flights such as artificial satellites and space probes, and manned space flights which

include lunar bound spacecraft. Currently, plans are being made to establish outposts on

the Moon and Mars. NASA is also involved in the development of Space Station Freedom,

which is to be built around the year 1995.

The Universities Space Research Association was created by NASA. USRA

administrates the Advanced Design Program. This program brings NASA engineers

together with engineering students and faculty to coordinate design projects applicable to

current aerospace problems. USRA design projects benefit NASA because they provide

useful engineering solutions and maintain working ties between government and academic



engineering institutions. The projects also provide students with interesting and

educationalrealworlddesignopportunities.

1.2 Project Background

NASA has studied the establishment of manned planetary bases periodically for

several years. Recently, the primary focus has been to examine the feasibility of manned

missions to the Moon and to Mars.

Extended manned missions to the Lunar and Martian surfaces pose new challenges

for Active Thermal Control Systems (ATCS's). A thermal control system controls the heat

transfer process that occurs between the living environment and the surroundings, making

it possible to heat or cool the environment. An example of an ATCS is a home central

heating and air conditioning system. In the vacuum of space, these systems must reject

heat to the lunar environment through radiation. Heat rejection can be accomplished using

a radiator, which carries a working fluid that absorbs waste heat produced in the living

environment. As the fluid passes through the radiator, it radiates heat to the lunar

environment.

Moderate temperature (275K to 295K) heat rejection becomes a problem during the

Lunar day when the effective heat sink temperature exceeds the source temperature. The

heat sink temperature is the temperature of the surroundings to which heat can is to be

transferred by radiation. It must be less than the source (radiator) temperature.

The primary factors affecting the thermal environment of the moon are the 29.5

earth-day diurnal cycle, a relatively high solar flux, and the lack of a lunar atmosphere.

The angle at which the sun's rays strike the lunar surface at noon varies by +/- 1.53

degrees due to the inclination of the lunar equator to the ecliptic plan. 1 Therefore, the



designcasefor an east-westaligned vertical radiator at the equatorwill include solar

radiationat anangleof incidenceof 1.53degreesrelativeto the radiatorplane. Using a

radiatorat the lunar equatormay presentproblemswhenthe radiatorabsorbsmoreheat

thanit rejectsduringthelunarmidday.

The variouscomponentsof radiantenergy(shown in Figure 1.1) include solar

radiation incident on the radiator, surfaceinfrared radiation, albedo,and direct solar

radiation. Thesecomponentscould strikea horizontalor vertical radiatorandreduceits

effectiveness,resultingina netheattransferinto the radiator.

Vertical radiator

Incident solar radiation

Albedo _ Albedo

Horizontal radiator

Direct solar radiation

Figure 1.1: Various components of radiant energy within the lunar

atmosphere.

This project focuses on rejecting heat during the lunar midday. Net heat rejection

can be accomplished by decreasing the radiation incident on the radiator with a shading

device. A reflective shade placed underneath the radiator will block radiation from the hot

lunar surface and reflect radiator output into cold space.
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Thisprojectis thesecondof two parts. Part 1wasconductedduringthe fall 1991

semester.Thefirst partcoveredtheconceptualdesignof theshadingdevice. Thesecond

partof theprojectcoversdetaileddesignandconstructionof anengineeringmodelfor one

of the preliminary designs selected from the Fall 91 project. NASA selected the Parabolic

Reflector concept as the design to pursue this semester. Figure 1.2 illustrates the Parabolic

Reflector concept. Because the radiator is oriented east-west at the equator, the sides are

exposed to very little direct sunlight.

Incident Solar Radiation
Focal

Line

Albedo

Planetary
IR

Figure 1.2: Parabolic Reflector shading device.

The model produced by this design team must be suitable for thermal vacuum

chamber testing at NASA JSC. Preliminary ambient testing of the model will be performed

to verify proper operation of various components.

4



1.3 Project Purpose

The purpose of this project was to design and construct a flexible parabolic or

catenary shade test article, with the capability to shade an ATCS radiator. The test article is

to be used for testing under a solar lamp array inside a vacuum chamber. The device is

automated for focal length adjustment from outside the chamber. The test results will be

used to confirm the feasibility and proper focal length setting of parabolic shading devices

for future use in extraterrestrial ATCS's.

1.4 Project Requirements

The lunar radiator shade project had the following requirements:

1. Design and construction of a flexible hanging parabolic or catenary

shaped shade test article to be tested inside a NASA-JSC vacuum chamber

under a "solar" lamp array.

2. Detailed drawings of the test device.

3. System mass and volume calculations.

1.5 Project Criteria

Criteria for the test device include the following:

1. The device should support a radiator with a length to height ratio of at

5



least10 (2.4"X 24" suggested).

2. Theedgesof theparabolic/catenaryshademustriseto evenwith thetopof

theradiator.

3. Theshadeshouldhaveendshields.

4. Thedevicemustwithstandalunarenvironment(hardvacuum,low gravity,

intensesolarradiation,temperaturecyclingbetween102Kand384K).

5. Thedevicemustbetransportablebystationwagon(toJSCfrom

Austin).

6. Thedevicemustbeconstructedof pre-approvedmaterialssuchasA16061T6.

Additionalmaterialsmustbeapprovedby sponsor.

7. Theshadematerialwill bealuminizedpolyimidef'llm.

8. A factorof safetyof at least1.5shouldbeusedin construction.

9. Thefocallineof theradiatormustbeadjustableto accommodatearangeof

focalline settings.Focalline settingsmustinclude1.0,1.5,and2 timesthe

radiatorheightasshownin Figure1.3.

Radiatorunit
focusheight:

1 1.5 2

Figure 1.3: Shadewith varyingfocallengthsetting.

6



1.6 Optional Desired Tasks (in order of priority)

I. Make shade focal length remotely adjustable, possibly using a motor.

2. Design and construction of a radiator with electric heater.

3. Design and construction of a lunar surface simulator.

4. Purchase and attach thermocouples to test shade, radiator and simulated lunar

surface.

5. Make shade focal line continuously adjustable between 1.0 and

2.0 times the radiator height.

6. Construct a metal can to isolate the motor (used in a remotely

adjustable design) from the vacuum environment.

1.8 Design Methodology

Steps in the design process include the following:

1. Consult with the project sponsor (Michael Ewert) and faculty

advisor (Dr. Michael Bryant) with emphasis on clarifying the problem and

recognizing feasible solution concepts.

2. Patent and literature search for existing applicable solution principles.

3. Development of alternative solution principles for the required device functions.

4. Evaluation of the various combinations of function solution principles.

5. Choosing one of these combinations as the system design.

6. Building the test shade from pre-approved materials.

7. Testing the device operations in ambient conditions.



8. Preparationof thewrittenreportwhichincludesdiscussionof thedesign

processanddetaileddrawingsof thesolution.

9. An oralpresentationof theprojectresults.

1.9 Confidentiality Concerns

All project documents are considered NASA/USRA property. These documents

were presented to members of the UT Faculty for grading and advising purposes. No

documents will be given to persons outside the NASA and UT communities without prior

sponsor approval.

8



If. FUNCTION ALTERNATIVES

This section begins with a presentation of background information on the design

problem, the desired catenary shape, and the vacuum chamber in which the test shade will

be used. This section also discusses three critical functions (support, adjustment, and end

shielding) and several design team solution alternatives for each. Each function's

subsection contains background information on the function, problems involved in finding

solutions, and criteria used to compare the various solution alternatives. For each solution

concept, a brief description precedes a listing of its advantages and disadvantages.

2.1 Background

The following three subsections present background that is useful for discussing

the alternate designs.

2.1.1 Design Problems. The primary goal of the design team was to develop

a catenary shaped radiator shade with an adjustable focal length. The focal length is

increased by widening the catenary shape which is formed when the flexible shade material

hangs between two edges. Adjustment requires both moving the two edges together or

apart, and providing the appropriate length of material between the edges. Focal length

adjustment should be automated and remotely controllable so that a full series of tests may

be conducted without the expense and time necessary to depressurize the chamber after

each adjustment. See Appendix A for a complete list of specifications.

9



The shadeand the mechanismsfor adjustingits width must be supportedby a

frame. Strategicframedesignmayintegratethenecessarymotionenablementandcontrol

into theframeitself. Theframeshouldnotaddsignificantlyto thesystemmassor volume

andmayallow thedevicetobecollapsedfor easiertransportationandstorage.

The actualshadedesignedfor the lunar basemaybevery long soasto minimize

endeffectsbut thereis a practicallimit to how longthetestmodelshouldbe. Endshields

will beusedin orderto limit endeffectsonatestmodelof reasonablelength. Oneof the

major problemsin optimizingendshielddesignis thefact thattheshapeof theendbeing

shieldedchangeswith shadeadjustment.An endshieldlargeenoughto cover theentire

shadeend at its widest settingwill stick out at narrow settingscausingsomeexternal

shadingof thecatenaryshade.Externalshadingwill causethetestarticleto differ from the

optimal lunarsystembeingmodeled. An endshieldwhich doesn'tcompletelycover the

shadeendallows radiationto strike theradiator. In addition to how completelytheend

shieldblockssolarandsurfaceradiationfrom hitting theradiator,its effectivenessmayalso

beinfluenceby whereit reflectstheenergystrikingtheshieldon theradiatorside. Theend

shieldshouldnotreflectaconsiderableamountof radiationinto theradiator.

2.1.2 Catenary Shape. When a heavy uniform cable with no resistance to

bending hangs freely from two points it forms a catenary shape (y=a[Cosh(x/a)]). 2 The

larger the parameter "a" the flatter the curve. 3 Very flat catenary curves are often

approximated by the parabolic curve (y=x2/[4p]) where p is the focal length.'* Catenary

curves do not appear to have a true focus. However, graphical comparison of parabolic

curves having the three required focal lengths with catenary curves that pass through the

same origin and end points demonstrates that even the lowest focal length setting is flat

enough so that the corresponding catenary and parabolic curves are virtually identical (see

Figure 2.1 and Appendix C : Catenary/Parabolic Analysis, for more detail).

10
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0.2
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X

Figure 2.1" Parabolic and catenary plots overlaid for the one unit focal setting,

the parabolic curve is slightly narrower than the catenary.

The aluminized polyimide shade material is uniform and hangs freely between two

points but its resistance to bending may be too large compared to its weight per unit length

for the shade to hang in a perfect catenary shape. The material's non zero stiffness to

weight ratio will become even larger in the moon's reduced gravity. How will the non

ideal properties of the shade material affect its assumed catenary hanging shape?

An extreme example of a high stiffness to weight ratio is a weightless beam. If

such a beam is subject to equal but opposing moment couples at its two ends it deflects into

the shape y=c(x2-Lx). 5 When this equation is transformed so that the vertex is at the

origin, it assumes the familiar parabolic form (y=c x 2) (see Appendix C). Therefore,

whether modeled as either of the two extremes, stiff and weightless or heavy with no

resistance to bending, the shape of the shade is parabolic or very close to parabolic (flat

catenary), respectively. Furthermore, the purpose of the test article is not to test a perfect

11



catenary shape but to test a real hanging shade, like one that might be reproduced on the

moon, in order to assess how it behaves compared to computer models.

Table 2.1 presents critical dimensions for the three focal length settings with a 2.4

inch tall radiator (see Appendix C for calculations).

Table 2.1: Critical Parabolic Dimensions

Focal Length
(radiator heights/inches)

Width

(inches)

2/4.8

Arc Length
(inches)

End Angle
(degrees to horizontal)

1/2.4 9.6 11.0 45.0

1.5/3.6 11.8 13.0 39.2

35.314.613.6

2.1.3 Vaeuum Chamber. The test articles will be subjected to a simulation of

a Lunar thermal environment including hard vacuum, intense radiation, and high

temperatures. The thermal vacuum chamber that will be used in the testing of the shading

device is one of the larger chambers used by NASA (See Figure 2.2). The combination of

its size and control features allow it to accommodate a variety of tests economically, with a

fast response time. 6 The chamber is currently configured in the man-rated mode for shuttle

EVA (extra-vehicular activity) Testing/Training, i.e. the astronauts may use the chamber to

simulate "the vacuum of space" and their activity outside of the spacecraft.

The major structural elements of the chamber include: a removable top head, the

fixed chamber floor (non-rotating), and a dual manlock at the floor level. The removable

top head allows a test article to be inserted into the chamber by cranes and solar modules to

be mounted on the top to simulate the sunlight-to-darkness cycle. Infrared (solar)

12



simulatorscanalsobedesignedto fit eachspecific test, to simulate variable albedo and

planetary radiation heat fluxes. The dual manlock provides easy access to the test articles

as well as a means of transporting test crewmen from ambient air pressure to the thermal-

vacuum environment and back during manned tests.

Figure 2.2 A cross-section of a typical vacuum chamber. 6

The chamber has a 10.7 meter diameter, a 13.1 meter height, and a weight of

34,000 kg. The total heat absorption capacity of the chamber is 130,000 W and its

maximum heat flux is 1393 W/m 2.

2.2 Alternates for Providing Support for the Radiator and Shade

The test article allows for support of the device, consisting of a radiator, a shade,

(see Appendix A), certain criteria were selected to apply to the support structure (frame).

13



This frame should provide minimal shading of the radiator and maintain at least a 1 inch

clearance between the shade and the ground level. The frame must be structurally stable

and be made of a pre-approved material such as, stainless steel or any aluminum material.

When loaded, the structure should be able to support at least 5 kg, allowing for a factor of

safety of 1.5. Collapsibility for the frame is desired, so that the test article will be easily

transported and stored. To allow possible testing in a smaller, alternative vacuum chamber,

the horizontal diagonal of the device should be 40 inches or less with a maximum height of

approximately 12 inches. If possible, the frame should not utilize the total maximum

dimensions at all times, i.e. the frame should be foldable. The flame must be easily

machined therefore it must not have intricate geometry.

In consideration of these constraints, the team established several criteria upon

which the evaluation of the alternatives for shade support was based. Collapsibility, which

will allow the frame to be transported easily. The frame will require non-fixed connections

such as, pin joints or sliders, and a locking mechanism to ensure stability. Structural

stability is crucial to the operation of the test article. The frame must be able to support the

shade, the radiator, and any devices used for automation, including low horsepower

motors. Machinabilty and manufacturing considerations are important criteria to consider

when examining the budget and time constraints of the project. Given the time constraints

faced by the design team, machining should be limited to basic operations. Other criteria

for evaluation are listed in the advantages and disadvantages section of each alternative.

The team developed four alternates for support of the radiator shade and analyzed

these based on some of the above explained criteria. The alternate designs are described in

the following order:

1. Rectangular Frame.

2. Truss.
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2.2.1 Rectangular Frame. The rectangular frame, shown in Figure 2.3,

consists of twelve members connected by rigid dowels or slots. This structure is

geometrically simple and will provide three dimensional support for the test article. Ideally,

the shade would be supported or attached to the top edges of the structure and hang

parabolically in its center.

Figure 2.3: Rectangular Frame Structure

The advantages of the rectangular frame are as follows:

1. Easily manufactured or machined.

2. Simple design and geometry.

3. Could be easily disassembled.
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Thedisadvantages of the rectangular frame are as follows:

1. Not structurally stable with simple pin connections.

2. Not easily collapsible for transportation.

3. May provide too much shading by the frame.

4. Difficult to add in adjustment capabilities for the shade.

5. Occupies a large volume.

2.2.2 Truss. A truss structure consists of ten joint connectors, nine skeletal

bars connected at their ends by the joint connectors, and four diagonal bars (see Figure

2.4). The shade would theoretically hang from, or be attached to, the top comers of the

structure. In a truss, joint connectors can be simple pins as they are not required to support

moments. Trusses are widely used in bridges because of their structural dependability due

to primarily axial loading.

Figure 2.4: Truss Structure
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Theadvantagesof thetrussstructureareasfollows:

1. Staticallydeterminantandstructurallysound.

2. Easilymanufactured.

Thedisadvantagesof thetrussstructureareasfoUows:

1. Will behardto transportunlesscollapsible.

2. May providetoomuchshadingby theframe.

3. Occupieslargevolumeandsurfacearea.

4. Difficult to providemovementof theshade(adjustability).

2.2.3 I-Frame. The I-Frameis similar to therectangularframestructurein that

it has ten membersconnectedby dowelsor slots (seeFigure 2.5). The shadewould

connectatthetopof thestructureandhangfreelywith thecentermembersbeingparallelto

theradiator.

Figure2.5:1-FrameStructure
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Theadvantagesof the1-Beamareasfollows:

1. It is easilymanufactured.

2. Simplegeometry.

Thedisadvantagesof the I-Beam are as follows:

1. Not stable with simple pin connectors.

2. May provide excessive shading.

3. Occupies too much volume.

4. May excessively torque center member connections if load is unbalanced.

2.2.4 V-Frame. The V-frame consists of six bar members connected by pin

joints and four link members to allow for widening motion of the frame (see Figure 2.6).

The V-Frame differs from the previous frames in that it adds the capability of movement

and adjustability. This structure provides horizontal movement of the shade to increase

shade width. The pin joints located at the center of each end, lift the radiator vertically.

Figure 2.6: V-Frame Configuration
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Theadvantagesof theV-Frameareasfollows:

1. Offersadjustability.

2. Offersverticalmovementof theradiator,if needed.

3. Collapsiblefor transportability.

4. Simplefor continuousanddiscreteoperation.

Thedisadvantagesof theV-Frameareasfollows:

1. Doesnotallow for radiatorheightto beequalto shadeheightatall times.

2. Doesnot eliminateexcessmaterialwhenit isnot needed.

2.3 Shade Adjustment

The shade width and arc length must be adjusted to obtain the three required focal

length settings for testing in NASA's vacuum chamber (refer back to Figure 1.3 for focal

settings). Because of the time and expense involved in depressurizing the vacuum

chamber, it is necessary that the adjustments be made without re-pressurizing.

Furthermore, it is desired that, if possible, the focal length be continuously adjustable so

that tests may be conducted using additional focal lengths within the required range.

Continuous focal length adjustment requires continuous width and arc length adjustment.

The arc length, which corresponds to the length of shade material used in the

catenary shape, must change with the width because of the requirement that the height of

the catenary shape remain constant (at the radiator height). As the shade is adjusted to a

narrower width, extra shade length in the width direction must be taken up or the shade will
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hangdownbelow theradiator(seeFigure2.7). Thedesigntaskis furthercomplicatedby

thefact thatthearc lengthdoesnotvary linearly with thewidth of thecatenaryshape(the

relationshipinvolvesthehyperbolicsine).

gap

i

Figure 2.7: Undesirable gap caused by extra shade length.

This section is divided into two subsections. The first discusses changing shade

arc length. The second addresses methods of adjusting shade width and how to couple this

adjustment with the arc length adjustment. A linkage between these two adjustments is

desirable so that they can be performed simultaneously with a common power input.

Multiple power inputs would increase cost and complexity and separate adjustments with a

common input would require a gearing shift to change modes.

2.3.1 Arc Length Adjustment. The arc length of the catenary shade is

changed by increasing or decreasing the length of material hanging between the two

supporting edges. This can be accomplished in one of two basic ways, rolling up excess

material or allowing the excess to hang outside the supported section. If a length of
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materialis allowed to hangoutsidethe catenarysection(seeFigure 2.8), it might cause

externalshading,introducing unacceptabledivergencefrom the desiredradiative heat

transfermodel.

Figure2.8: Threepossiblehangingpositionsfor extrashadelength.

Evenif theshadeisroiled, theroll itself will causesomeshadingwhich,depending

on its position,maysignificantlyeffectresults (seeFigure2.9). Rolling thematerialmay

alsointroduceatorquein thematerialwhich mighteffect its hangingshape.Evena small

torquemay besignificantbecausetheshadematerialis so light andthecatenaryshapeis

basedon a "heavy" cable with negligible resistance to bending. A large rolling radius

would reduce bending induced torque. A large rolling radius would also reduce the relative

increase in diameter as more material is added to the roll. However, a small radius would

decrease shading.
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Figure2.9: Rollingarclengthadjustment.

2.3.2 Width Adjustment. Width adjustment is accomplished by increasing

the horizontal distance between the two edges by which the catenary shade hangs. Because

the radiator must remain centered between the two edges, the design team decided to move

both edges symmetrically relative to the stationary radiator. Five mechanisms for changing

the shade width are discussed in the following sub-subsections. Criteria for comparing

width adjustment mechanisms include the following:

1. Continuous adjustment.

2. Symmetric adjustment.

3. Simplicity.

4. Weight.

5. Positioning accuracy.

6. Reliability.

7. Ease of manufacturing.

8. Required maintenance.
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2.3.2.1 Scissor Mechanism. In this arrangement (see Figure 2.10) a

stationary rotating pinion gear (A) drives a pair of toothed racks (B) in opposite directions.

These racks are attached to the horizontally fixed center joints (C) of a scissor mechanism.

As the racks move the joints together or apart the scissor mechanism either extends or

retracts (respectively), moving the edges of the catenary shade.

A:  onB: Racks
C: Connecting pins A

Figure 2.10: Scissor Mechanism for shade width adjustment.

Advantages of the Scissors Mechanism are as follows:

1. Simple.

2. Continuously adjustable.

3. Symmetric movement of both ends.

Disadvantages of the Scissors Mechanism are as follows:

1. Multiple Unks and long racks add considerable mass to design.
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2. Longtoothedracks'preciselypinnedscissorsjoints difficult to manufacture.

3. Extensionwill notbelinearwith gearinput throughoutscissorsrange.

4. Multiplepinnedjoints in scissorsmechanismmayrequirelubricationunder

vacuumconditions.

5. Thehighratioof overallextensionto overallrackmotionmaymakeexact

positioningdifficult.

2.3.2.2 Power Screw. For this alternative, the ends of the catenary shade are

moved by a power screw (see Figure 2.11). The screw is driven by a worm gear at its

middle. The threaded "nuts" at the moving shade ends might use a single ball bearing to

contact each thread. This would minimize the need for vacuum condition lubrication and

would allow use of a non-linear varying pitch thread that might create the hyperbolic sine

linkage necessary to power both arc length and width adjustment simultaneously with one

motor.

Figure 2.11: Power Screw for shade width adjustment.
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Advantagesof thePowerScrewareasfollows:

1. Variablethreadpitchcouldprovidecorrectnonlinearlinkage.

2. Finethreadsprovideexcellentpositioningaccuracy.

Disadvantagesof thePowerScrewareasfollows:

1. Variablepitchthreadsdifficult to machine.

2. Standardthreadcontactwouldrequirelubrication.

3. Powerscrewmayaddconsiderablebulk to design.

4. Ball bearing"nuts"difficult to manufacture.

2.3.2.3 Trolley. For this alternative,width adjustmentis madeusinga loop of

cablewhichturnsaroundapulleyat oneendandis poweredat theotherendby arotating

conewhich it is wrappedaround(seeFigure2.12). Onesideof theshadeis attachedto a

point on thebottomof thecableloop andtheothersideis attachedto a point on thetop.

Dependingon which way thecableis runningaroundits loop, thetwo endsof theshade

areeithergettingclosertogetheror furtherapart.

Theconecanhaveavariablecrosssectionandbe threadedsothatthe loopof cable

that wrapsaroundit mustmoveupor downtheconeto a different conediameterasthe

cone rotates.7 For a constantrateof cone rotation, the rate at which the cablemoves

aroundtheloopwill dependonthediameterof theconeatthe levelwherethecablewraps

aroundit. Thus,acorrectlyshapedconecouldprovidethedesiredhyperbolicsinelinkage.
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Figure2.12: Trolley cablemechanismfor adjustingshadewidth.

Advantagesof theTrolleycableareasfollows:

1. Couldprovidehyperbolicsinelinkage.

2. Relativelylight mechanism.

Disadvantagesof theTrolley cableareasfollows:

1. Cablescouldbecometangled.

2. Cablescouldslip oncone.

3. Cablesmightstretchdueto prolongedtensionorhightemperature.

4. If thecablemovesaxiallyrelativeto thecone,theconemustmoveratherthan

thecable,sothattheshadeonly movesin thewidth direction.

2.3.2.4 Rack and Pinion. This alternative utilizes a rack and pinion

arrangementto widen the catenaryshade(seeFigure 2.13). As the stationary pinion
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rotates,theracksmovein oppositedirections.Theshadeedgesareattachedto theendsof

therackmembers.

Figure2.13: RackandPinionmechanismfor width adjustment.

Advantagesof theRackandPinionareasfollows:

1. Providescontinuoussymmetricwidening.

2. Accuratepositioning.

Disadvantagesof theRackandPinionareasfollows:

1. Massiverack links.

2. Difficult to manufacturetoothedrack.

3. Racksrequiresupportovera longrangeof motion.

2.3.2.5 Shaped Track. One promising method of providing the correct

nonlinearwidth extensionto arc lengthlinkagewasto storetheinformation in theframe
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mechanically.A mechanismusingthisprincipleis illustratedin Figure2.14. Gearsatthe

edgeof theshadeclimb ashapedtrack. As thegearsturn, thebarsunroll additionalshade

material.Theslopeof thetrackdetermineshow muchmaterialisunrolledperunit increase

in shadewidth.

Figure2.14: Roller shadeclimbingcurvedtrack.

Advantagesof theShapedTrackareasfollows:

1. Nonlinearlinkageis built in.

2. Precisecontinuouspositioning.

Disadvantagesof theShapedTrackareasfollows:

1. Massivetrack.

2. Difficult to shapetrack.

3. Difficult to machineteethintocurvedtrack.
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4. Eithertheentireshadeandradiatormovesvertically,increasingthegap

betweenit andthesimulatedlunarsurface,or awaymustbefoundto movethe

trackdown.

5. Difficult to provide matching power to both gears while they move apart.

2.4 Alternates for Shielding Radiation Incident on the Ends of the Radiator

At noon, the sun only views the narrow top edge of the radiator directly and a small

portion of the side at a very steep angle (at least 88.47 ° from perpendicular). However,

during sun rise and sun set, sunlight enters the ends of the shade (see figure 2.15). Again,

only the narrow edge at the end of the radiator recieves direct sunlight. However, because

of the relatively great length (10 times greater than the height), the side area viewed by the

sun may be significent, even at the steep viewing angle. In the vacuum chamber, radiation

may leave the walls diffusely and an even more significant amount of the radiation entering

through open shade ends may strike the radiator. Therefore, end shields are necessary to

shade the ends of the radiator from thermal radiation. The relevant design considerations

for the end shield are solar radiation, planetary infrared and albedo, volume occupied, and

ease of manufacturing.

2.4.1 Spherical End Shield. The shape is a quarter of a hollow sphere (see

Figure 2.16). Its curved shape surrounds the end of the radiator and shields the IR

radiation and albedo from the lunar surface. This end shade has a single focal point where

the incident solar radiation is directed.
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Albedo& SurfaceIR Albedo&
SurfaceIR

Figure2.15: Componentsof radiationat sunrise and sun set.

Figure 2.16: Spherical End Shield.

Advantages of the Spherical End Shield are:

1. Sunlight striking the radiator side of the end shield is directed upward, away

from the radiator.
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2. Focused solar radiation can be converted into useful energy (solar collector).

3. Blocks all IR radiation and albedo.

Disadvantages of the Spherical End Shield are:

1. Difficult to make the shield curved in two planes.

2. Difficult to connect to parabolic shading device.

3. The end of the radiator is exposed to solar radiation.(note view of end in

figure 2.16).

4. Occupies large volume.

2.4.2. Parabolic End Shield. The shape of this end shield is the same as the

hanging shade (see Figure 2.17). The outer surface blocks most of the IR radiation and

albedo, and the inner surface focuses the solar radiation to a focal line above the radiator.

Figure 2.17: Parabolic End Shield.
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Advantagesof theParabolicEndShieldare:

1. Easyto cut shape.

2. Easyto connectto frame.

3. Focusedsolarradiationcanbeconvertedinto usefulenergy(with asolar

collector).

4. Shapeis adjustable.

Disadvantagesof theParabolicEndShieldare:

1. Gapsexposetheradiatorto someIR radiationandalbedo.

2. Theendsof theradiatorview somemorningandeveningsunlight.

3. Occupieslargevolume.

4. Needsextraframesupport.

5. Endshieldsextendbeyondtheparabolicshadingdevicewhenit changesto a

smallershape.

2.4.3 Parabolic Shield Plate. The shape of this alternate is a flat parabolic

plate (see Figure 2.18). The shield is cut to fit the curve of the parabolic shading device at

its widest setting. The Parabolic Plate shields all the incident IR radiation, albedo, and

solar radiation by covering the end of the radiator.

Advantages of the Parabolic Shield Plate are:

1. Shields all radiation from lunar surface and the sun.

2. Easy to cut shape.
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3. Smallspacerequirements.

4. Easyto install.

Figure2.18: ParabolicShieldPlate.

Disadvantagesof theParabolicShieldPlateare:

1. Radiatorendmayabsorbsheattroughcontactwith hotshadematerial.

2. Endshieldextendspasttheparabolicshadingdevicewhenit changesto a

smallershape.

3. Difficult to supportcurvededge.

2.4.4 Rectangular Shield Plate. This alternate is a rectangular plate covering

the end of the radiator (see Figure 2.19). The rectangular plate is aligned with the radiator

at the top and at the bottom. The plate shields all the solar radiation incident on the end of

the radiator, but exposes the sides of the radiator to the IR radiation and albedo. The side

exposure will be particularly damaging with a narrow shield and the full 1.53 ° solar angle.
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Figure2.19: RectangularShieldPlate.

Advantagesof theRectangularShieldPlate are:

1. Easy to cut shape.

2. Easy to install.

3. Blocks all incoming solar radiation from the radiator ends.

Disadvantages of the Rectangular Shield Plate are:

1. Depending on the width of the shield, the radiator sides may be exposed

to some morning and evening sunlight.

1. Gaps expose the radiator to IR radiation and albedo.

2. Radiator end may absorb heat from the hot shade material.

2.4.5 Curved End Shield. This alternate is a rectangular plate being bent to

touch the top and bottom of the end of the radiator (see Figure 2.20). The bending shape

leaves a gap between the radiator and the shading material so that the radiator ends may not
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absorbheat from contactwith thehotshadematerial. Thisendshieldblocksall thesolar

radiationandmostof theIR radiationandalbedoincidenton theradiator.

Figure2.20: CurvedEndShield.

Advantagesof theCurvedEndShieldare:

1. Blocks all the solar radiation incident on the end of the radiator.

2. Blocks most of the IR radiation and albedo.

3. Minimal conductive heat transfer from the shade material to the radiator.

Disadvantages of the Curved End Shield are:

1. Over extended when the parabolic shading device changes to a smaller shape.

2. Small gap allows some IR radiation and albedo to pass through.
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III. EVALUATION OF FUNCTION ALTERNATIVES

The function alternatives were evaluated on the bases of their compatibility with

one another. A Morphological Matrix (shown in Appendix B) was used to produce several

design combinations that satisfied the three critical functions. A set of criteria was

developed for each function to evaluate the function alternatives. The alternatives were

narrowed down by choosing the most feasible, economical, and logical method for

accomplishing the function.

The alternates for each function were evaluated on separate criteria with respect to the

function. The criteria used for evaluating the shade frame were structural dependability,

machinability, ease of manufacturing, and collapsibility. The criteria used to evaluate the shape

changing mechanism were adjustability, number of moving parts, ease of machining, mass and

volume, symmetry of motion, and simplicity. The criteria used to evaluate the end shielding

alternatives were shielding capabilities, volume, ability to connect to frame or shade, and ease of

manufacturing.

The design team considered three possible methods of combining the function

alternatives from the three functions to yield the design combinations. In the first method,

all possible combinations are generated by a BASIC program which is then altered to sort

off incompatible combinations yielding the most feasible combinations. In the second

method, designs from each function are objectively combined and then judged as separate

alternatives. The best alternative combinations are selected as the design combinations for

further consideration. The third method involves the ranking of each function separately.

The highest ranking design for each function are selected and then combined to become the

design combinations. If compatibility problems arise, other function designs are re-

examined and their ability to be integrated into the final design is determined.
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Thesortprogramwasusedto identify all possiblecombinationsof thealternatives

for thethreefunctionsandthencategoricallysortthecombinations(seeAppendixJ: Sort

Program,for moredetailsandacodelisting). Two of thefunctionseachhadfive solution

principles and the third function four generatinga total of one hundred possible

combinations.Thenumberof designcombinationswasthenreducedby rejectinggroups

of incompatibleor undesirablecombinationssuchasall solutionswith bothshadeattached

endshieldsandshaderolling. By precedingin thismanner,thenumberof solutionswas

reducedbut therewerestill to many(72)for individualconsideration.

Thedesignteamnextusedobjectivelyselectedcombinationof functionalternatives

to generatea manageablenumberof designcombinations.Eachdesignerusedtheir own

judgmentto selectseveralgroupsof compatiblefunctionalternativesandintegratetheminto

designcombinations.Drawingsof themostpromisingdesigncombinationsarecompared

in thefollowing sections.Objective Selection proved to be most beneficial in the decision

process.

Table 3.1 shows the function alternatives picked through the objective selection

process for all three functions: shade support, end shield shading, and arc length and width

adjustment.

Table 3.1

Objective Selection Results
I

Shade Support Shape Adjustment End Shielding

Rectangular Frame Trolley Cable Rectangular Shield Plate

I-Frame Rack and Pinion

Climbing Track
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As thetableshows,themostfeasibledesignsfor eachfunctionareasfollows:

RectangularframeandI-framefor support

Rectangularshieldplatefor endshielding

Trolley cable,rackandpinion,andclimbingtrackfor shapeadjustment

The rectangularframeis compatiblewith mostof thealternativesfor shapeadjustment.

However,theclimbing trackwould requireslight modificationsin its framedesign. The

rectangularframeandtherectangularshieldplatearecompatiblebecausetheshieldcanbe

directlyattachedtotheframe.
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IV. EVALUATION OF DESIGN COMBINATIONS

After developing the function alternatives for the shade frame, end shields, and

shape changing mechanisms, a set of criteria was established to evaluate and select the most

feasible design combination. The previous section presented briefly, the criteria for each

function alternative. The ability of the function alternative to satisfy the criteria determined

the feasibility of the design.

The design team developed several design combinations from the list of most

feasible designs for each function (given in section III.). Each design combination was

evaluated separately and ranked according to its feasibility and compliance with the design

criteria. The following section includes a brief description of each design combination and

a listing of its advantages and disadvantages.

4.1 Design Combinations

This section discusses the combination of several functions into a design solution.

Some of the criteria to be considered are simplicity of the design and number of moving

parts. Limiting the number of moving parts should reduce the probability of positioning

error and keep the design simple, safe, and easy to operate. Other criteria include stability

of the device, availability of material such as belts that can withstand the high temperature

vacuum, and ease of manufacturing.

4.1.1 Two Belt Rack and Pinion. This alternative utilizes two belts at each

end of the radiator driven by a motor (see Figure 4.1). The belts move the rack and pinion
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mechanism which adjust the shade width. The edges of the shade material are held

stationary so the amount of material in the catenary shape (between the ends of the two rack

members) is linearly related to the width. The motor runs a shaft that is the length of the

shading device and drives the belts at both ends of the radiator. The shaft is placed beneath

the radiator and is supported by a V-Frame structure. Since the racks either move toward

or away from each other, one side uses a reverse gear to enable the racks to travel in

opposite directions direction. An alternative to this reverse gear is the use of a twisted belt

(see Figure 4.2). The advantages of the twisted belt over the reverse gear is that it reduces

the number of moving parts.

FRAME

RACK T

PINION

' \\\ H //'-
REVERSE

BELT MOTOR

Figure 4.1: Two Belt Rack and Pinion with reverse gear.

Advantages of the Two Belt Rack and Pinion are as follows:

1. Only one motor is required

2. V- frame provides stable support
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Disadvantages of the Two Belt Rack and Pinion are as follows:

1. Too many moving parts.

2. Racks may protrude from the frame.

3. Too many belts used that may not withstand the heat and vacuum.

4. May not retain catenary shape after adjustment due to linear relation between

arc length and width.

FRAME

RACK &_T

PINION

TWISTED _ SHADE
BELT

SHAFT
MOTOR

Figure 4.2: Two Belt Rack and Pinion with twisted belts.

4.1.2 I-Frame Rack and Pinion. This alternative combines an I-Frame

structure and rack and pinion mechanism driven by a motor (see Figure 4.3). The belts

connect the motor to the pinion which drives the racks in opposite directions. At each end

of the radiator there is a belt that links the gear to a long motor shaft. The shaft, which has

the same length as the radiator, is placed beneath the radiator.

Advantages of the I-Frame Rack and Pinion are as follows:
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1. Fewer number of moving parts.

2. Shield shades drive mechanism from solar radiation.

FRANIE

RACK &

PINION

MOTOR _ SHAFT

RACK &
PINION

SHADE

FRAME

I

Figure 4.3: I-Frame rack and pinion.

Disadvantages of the I-Frame rack and Pinion are as follows:

1. I-Frame structure is unstable

2. Belt may not withstand the heat and vacuum conditions.

3. May not retain catenary shape after adjustment due to linear adjustment

coupling.

4.1.3 Rolling and Translating. This alternative is operated by two motors.

One motor is for rolling the extra shade length, and the other motor is for changing the

width of the shade (see Figure 4.4). With this device, the catenary shape is retained by

hanging one side from a non-rotating bar and rolling the other edge around a shaft. The

rolling and translating motions are done separately to make shade adjustment easier. Shade
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adjustment done by simultaneously rolling and translating is difficult because the rolling

and translating relationship is not linear.

Figure 4.4: Rolling and Translating device.

Advantages of the Rolling and Translating alternative are as follows:

1. Able to retain catenary shape after shade adjustment.

Disadvantages of the Rolling and Translating alternative are as follows:

1. Hard to translate the roiling motor.

2. Two motors required.

3. Support for two motors needed.

4. Extra control needed.

4.1.4 Translation Mechanism. This alternative uses translation mechanisms

to adjust the width and the arc length of the shading device (see Figure 4.5). The

adjustments are done by having both sides move a certain distance with one side reducing
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the arc lengthas it translate. Thecatenaryshapeis retainedat theedgeby bendingthe

shadeto the proper angleandkeeping it bentwith a supportbeamhangingacrossthe

translatingedge.Two motorsarerequiredfor operation,andarackandpinion or acable

canbeusedto reducetheshadewidth.

- aj Motor Cable, MotoL_ -.-1

l i \ T s tor / / I

Figure 4.5: Translating Mechanism.

Advantages of the Translation Mechanism are as follows:

1. Able to retain catenary shape.

2. Easy to adjust with each function done separately.

Disadvantages of the Translation Mechanism are as follows:

1. Support beam may provide shading instead of the shade.

2. Extra support for the two motors required.

3. Extra control required.
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4.1.5 Rack and Pinion. For this device, one motor widens the shade and

another increases the arc length (see Figure 4.6). A tubular frame supports each rack

member at three roller bearing points. The frame also supports the widening motor, the

pinion and the radiator. Care must be taken so that the supports do not interfere with the

necessary range of rack motion. The arc length motor is supported by one of the rack

members.

Figure 4.6 Rack and Pinion

Advantages of the Rack and Pinion alternative are as follows:

1. Correct arc length to width ratio may be attained through separate adjustments.

Disadvantages of the Rack and Pinion alternative are as follows:

1. Difficulty in machining racks.

2. At least 14 bearings required.

3. Two motors required.

4. If motors are massive, heavy supports required.
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5. Two controlsfor adjustment.

6. Radiatorplacementis difficult.

4.1.6 Climbing Track. The climbing track alternatives allows each end of the

shade to roll up around a shaft that has pinions at its ends. The pinions are powered and as

they turn, they climb a curved rack (labeled Toothed track in Figure 4.7). The shape of the

rack is such that the correct amount of shade material is unrolled for each increment in

shade width.

The pinions are powered by a central motor using pulleys and cables. One cable is

twisted so that the pinions rotate in opposite directions. The motor hangs from two bars

which are connected to the roller shaft by a bearing. These bars maintain a constant

distance for the cable "belts" to act through.

The pinions are held in contact with the curved rack using the apparatus shown in

Figure 4.8. The bearings are necessary to allow the shaft to rotate and translate with

minimal resistance.

The hanging bars for the motor are connected to the radiator hanging bar by sliding

joints that also allow rotation. As the shade raises and widens the motor hanging bars slide

farther out on the radiator hanging bar and the angle at which they intersect becomes less.

A means must be found to insure that the radiator remains centered. Perhaps the radiator's

travel can be guided by the frame.

Advantages of the Climbing Track are as follows:

1. Only requires one motor.

2. Provides desired nonlinear linkage between the width and the arc length.

3. Only one input to control for adjustment.
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track

Figure4.7: ClimbingTrack

Track

Bar

Bearing

-Shade

Bearings

Pulley

Hanging Bar

Figure 4.8: Top view of end of Roller Shaft

Disadvantages of the climbing track are as follows:

1. The motor, radiator, and shade all translate vertically. This requires additional

power and may adversely affect the quality of the thermal model.
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2. Difficulty in manufacturingthecurvedrack.

3. Largenumberof bearings.

4. Thecablesmayslackduringthermalcyclingandslip. Perhapsthemotor

hangingbarscouldbespringloadedto extend.

4.1.7 Hanging Shade. The hanging shade alternative consists of a rectangular

frame, two horizontal bars or shafts to support the shade, and a roller at each end of each of

the shafts to permit horizontal motion of the bars. The shafts, driven by motors, increase

or decrease the shade width and two tracks located at the ends of the frame allow motion of

the rollers. See Figure 4.9 for a schematic of the design.

Motor

Platform

Tracks

Figure 4.9: Hanging shade

The motion of the motors cause the shafts to roll apart or together, which increases

or decreases the shade width. A reversible motor is desired for two way adjustment. As

the shafts rotate, the rollers at each end roll on the track within the frame structure. The

motors are located at one end of the frame with rollers at each end, to ensure equal motion
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on bothendsof theshadeandframe. Theroller andtrack mechanismmay be toothedto

preventwheelslippage.

The shadeitself is attachedto theshaftssothat theshaderolls up whenthe shafts

arein motion. Thisreducestheextrashadematerialat thebottomof theradiator. With no

vertical motion of theshaftsor shade,the radiatorandthe top of theshademaintainthe

sameheight.

Themotorsaremountedon aplatform sothatthey maymovehorizontallyalong

theirsupportshaft.Theplatformis ahollow cylindricalsection,thatis perpendicularto the

rotatingshaft,with thehorizontalsupportshaftrunningthroughit. This allowsthemotors

to slide asneeded,andpreventsthemfrom rotating aboutthe drive shafts. The support

shaftmountsdirectlyontheframeasneeded.

Theadvantagesof the Hanging Shade concept are as follows:

1. Simplicity.

2. Ease of manufacturing.

3. Limited number of moving parts.

4. Allows elimination of extra material at the bottom.

The disadvantages of the Hanging Shade concept are as follows:

1. Linear relationship between shade length and width.

2. Exact distances are difficult to gage.

3. Friction may present a problem with the platform sliding on the shaft.
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V. DESIGN SELECTION

The final design combination was selected by employing weighting factors and

decision matrices, all shown in Appendix F. First, weighting factors were determined to

rate the relative importance of each design criteria. This was done by taking the average of

each team member's desired weighting factor for each design criteria. The team then

assigned a rating, a number between 0 (unacceptable) and 10 (ideal), for each design

combination with respect to each design criteria. The ratings were based primarily on

qualitative judgement. To complete the decision matrix, the sum of the products of the

weighting factors and the ratings resulted in a single value for each alternative (see Table

5.1 for the decision matrix results). Ranking these values provided an organized and logical

method to select the final design.

Table 5.1

Decision Matrix Results

Design Combination Score

7. Climbing Track

1. Translating Mechanism 6.57

2. HangingShade and Frame 6.53

3. Rolling and Translating 6.41

4. Rack and Pinion 5.27

5. I-Frame Rack and Pinion 4.97

6. Two Belt Rack and Pinion 4.70

4.27
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According to the decisionmatrix, the most feasible designcombination is the

TranslatingMechanism.Thisdevicerequiresthatonesideof theshadebetranslatedwhile

theothersideis lifted by a rackdrivenbar. Translationmaybeaccomplishedby several

means,however,thedesignteamhaschosento translateusingatrolley mechanism.The

trolley is compatiblewith therectangularframewith minor modifications. However,the

translatordesignis flawedin that the arc length is linearwith the width so a cushionof

extra material musthangbelow the shadein somefocal settingsto insurethat enough

materialis availablethroughoutthetestrange.

After further consideration, the design team chose to use the Rolling and

Translatingmechanism.Rolling andtranslatingallowstheextramaterialto beeliminated

after the shadeendsare translatedthe desireddistance.In anycase,theendshielding is

compatiblewith theentiredesignaslongasit canbemodifiedto avoidinterferencewith the

pulleyor trolley cablemechanism.Eachcomponentrefinementanddesignconsiderationis

consideredin detailin theprototypeembodiment,Section6.1.2.
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VI. DESIGN SOLUTION

The following sections present the embodiment design of the prototype and the

design of an experimental test procedure. Each section will discuss an individual

component of the design. The components of the design are as follows: shade frame,

shape adjustment mechanism, and the end shield. The frame section will discuss materials,

dimensions, methods of connection for frame components and structural calculations. The

shape adjustment section is divided into two sub-sections. The first section describes the

pinch and roller assembly used for arc length adjustment. The second section describes the

trolley powered track and guide wheel arrangement used for width adjustment. Lastly, the

end shield section will include mounting information, dimensions, and material

information.

6.1 Design of the Prototype

6.1.1 Introduction

The prototype design solution is the combination of the most feasible design

functions which were selected on the evaluation criteria presented in Sections IV and V.

The embodiment design of the test shade is shown in Figure 6.1 The device consists of a

trolley chain empowering translators which support the shade ends, two motors, and a

pinch roller. The device uses translation to increase or decrease shade width symmetrically

on both sides. The left side of the shade is rolled up or unrolled to eliminate space between

the shade and the bottom of the radiator or to provide enough material "slack" to

accommodate shade widening. The trolley chain pulls the translator bars, which are
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connectedto thechain. Thetranslatorbarsmovehorizontallyasthetranslatormotor rotates

the shaft on the right hand side of the figure. A second motor rotates a shaft, on the left

side of the shade, rolling the shade material around the shaft and under a pinching roller.

The pinch roller is held tightly against the main roller shaft by a spring. Pinching the

material between these two rollers keeps the material tightly rolled around the main roller.

The pinch roller idles in a directions that is counter to the the motor driven shaft.

The sequence of operations for the device varies depending on whether the shade is

being widened or narrowed. Widening of the shade requires that sufficient material f'rrst be

rolled out from the left side of the device. The right and left sides are then translated to

obtain the shade width corresponding to the desired focal length. Then any additional arc

length adjustments are made. The motor on the left side of the shade must translate with

the left edge of the shade to keep the shade symmetrical about the radiator. If narrowing

the shade, the ends must first be translated and then the extra material must be rolled around

the roller.

The frame of the device includes horizontal upper and lower tracks acting in the x-z

plane (see Figure 6.1 for directional frame of reference). These tracks, which are on both

ends of the frame, allow the translators to roll freely across them. Four vertical angle

aluminum bars keep the structure upright, while two horizontal bars acting in the x-y plane,

serve as a base for the structure. Two legs, one centered on each end of the frame act as

supports for the radiator and decrease the possibility of deflection in the top roller track.

6.1.2 Embodiment Design

The following section contains the embodiment design of the prototype, consisting

of the following components, and sub-components, listed in an order to best reflect the

embodiment sequence:
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.

2.

.

Rectangular frame for shade support

Rolling and Translation for shape adjustment

A. Translators

B. Pinch roller

C. Roller and track assembly

Rectangular end shielding

6.1.2.1 Shade Support: Rectangular Frame

The rectangular frame provides a basis for support of the shade, radiator, shape

adjustment mechanisms, and end shields. The frame must support the components of the

shade configuration with minimal deflection of its members. As previously stated, the

frame maintains at least a 1 inch clearance from the ground level and its members are thin

enough so that it will not shade the radiator significantly. Figure 6.1 presents a schematic

of the frame.

,L-x
Y

Figure 6.1: Shade Frame Design
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Theframeis rectangularin its construction.As theschematicpointsout, it consists

of four verticalbars,onehorizontalbaroneachside,andtwo (upperandlower) trackson

eachend. In theabsenceof asecondbaroneachside,diagonalstrutsin eachcomer,serve

asaddedsupportfor thestructure.Thedesignteamconsidereddifferentassembliesfor the

framememberswith eitherone,two, or threesidemembers.In anycase,thedesignteam

found that the small load actingon the memberswould not requiremore thanone side

member(seeAppendixD: StructuralAnalysis). Usingmore thanonesidemembermay

causeextrashadingof theradiatorandan"over-design"of thestructure.

The pre-approvedmaterialusedfor all framemembersis Aluminum. Aluminum

was chosenbecauseof its strength,cost, and machinability. Stainlesssteelwas also

consideredasapossiblepre-approvedmaterial,however,it is harderto machineandmore

expensivethanaluminum.

The designteamconsideredseveralmethodsof connectingthe membersof the

frame. Pinconnectionswereconsidered,however,if pin connectionsareusedat theends

of eachbar,diagonalcomerstrutsarenecessaryto keeptheframeuprightandstable(see

Figure 6.2). Comer bracketswere also consideredbecauseof their capability to add

stability to the structure. The bracketsareconnectedto the angle-aluminumby two

stainlesssteelboltson eachside.(seeFigure6.3). The designteamdecidedto useouter

strutsinsteadof comerbrackets.Thecomerbracketsaremoredifficult to machinethanthe

sidestruts,andrequirehorizontalmembers,at thesameheight,on adjacentsideswhich

causedifficulty with bolt placement.

Themembercross-sectiondimensionsfor theframewerechosenwith theaid of a

Mathematica computer program. Graphs of deflection versus cross-section dimension

were computer generated for several cross-section thicknesses and both rectangular and

fight angle cross-sections using an estimated maximum mid-span load of 10 pounds for the

long side and 15 pounds for each upper track roller. The design team then agreed on
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acceptabledeflectionsandusedthe graphsto identify the necessarymembersize and

thickness. SeeAppendix D for further information concerning the deflection and

dimensionsof individual members.The final dimensionsof thevertical angle-aluminum

membersare1/8" x 1/2"x 27/8". Thesidebars,alsoin angle-aluminum,havedimensions

of 1/8" x 1/2"x 26 1/2". Thestrutshavedimensionsof 1/8"x 1/2" x 2.0".

Bolt

_ Strut

Figure6.2: CornerStrut

Bracket Bolts

Figure6.3: CornerBrackets
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6.1.2.2 Shape Adjustment: Trolley Cable Mechanism

Because of feasibility problems with the solution concepts that combined the arc

length and width components of shade adjustment, the design team chose to perform the

two adjustments separately with two different motors. This section begins by discussing

embodiment of the chosen method of arc length adjustment and the main components used.

The second subsection presents the embodiment and main components chosen for the

width adjustment. Figure 6.4 shows the layout of the chosen solution concept.

Figure 6.4: Isometric of combined solution concept.

Arc length adjustment The length of material used in the shade is adjusted by

rolling or unrolling material at one end. The two main design challenges for embodiment

of the shade material roller are keeping the material rolled tightly around the roller shaft and

providing the proper end angle for the catenary shape.

In order to conserve space and reduce roller shading, the material is rolled around a

relatively small shaft (3/4" diameter). Unlike the "ideal" thread used to develop the

catenary equation, the shade material has some stiffness and must be forced to roll tightly
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andheldin placeor it will spiral(seeFigure6.5). If theshadematerialis allowedto spiral

theposition of the shadeend and the amountof material in the roll will vary with the

temperaturedependentstiffnessof thematerial,thedegreeof setthematerialhasattained

frombeingrolled,andweatherthematerialis beingrolledor unrolled. Thesevariablesare

minimizedbyusingapinchroller to pressthematerialbeingrolledagainstthemainroller at

thepoint wherethematerialis takenup (seeFigure6.6).

Figure6.5: Spiralingof materialoff roller shaft.

Pincher
roller

Main
roller

Figure6.6: Pincherto pressmaterialagainstmainroller.
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In orderto spiral,thelengthof materialon the roll must increase without the roller

turning. This requires that a layer of material between the pincher and the main roller slip

relative to the other layers and/or the main roller. The pincher applies a normal force which

allows friction to hold the material from slipping. The pincher is pulled against the main

roller using two stainless steel springs at each end (see Figure 6.7). The springs allow the

distance between the two centers to increase as extra layers of material are rolled around the

main roller.

Figure 6.7: Springs to hold pincher against main roller.

Because of the real stiffness of the shade material, it is important that the material at

the ends of the catenary shape not be held at an angle far from the natural slope of the

catenary at that point. An incorrect angle would cause a torque in the material and deform

the catenary shape. The angle with the horizontal formed by the edges of a catenary one

unit high with a one unit focus is 45 ° (see Appendix C: Catenary/Parabolic Analysis, for

calculations). For a one and a half unit focus, the angle is 39.2 ° and for the two unit focus

it is 35.3 ° .
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The materialis heldtangentto theroller atthe point wherethepincheracts. The

angleof this tangentline (theforcedend angleof the catenaryshape)can bevaried by

rotatingtheaxisconnectingthecentersof themain roller andthepincherroller aboutthe

contactpoint(seeFigure6.8). Ideally,thepreciseendangleadjustmentcouldbeautomatic

if theroller/pincherarrangementwerebalancedandrotatedfreelyaboutthecontactpoint,

andthe materialwasstiff enoughthat its natural tendencyto assumea parabolicshape

could providesufficientmomentto powertherotation. However,becauseof themodest

momentthattheactualshadematerialcanprovide,andthedifficultiesin preciselybalancing

a roller asthe amountof material rolled changes,the designteamdecidednot to usea

materialpoweredadjustableendangle.Furthermore,theteamdecidedthat,consideringthe

small rangeof end anglesinvolved (+/_5° aboutthemedian)and the flexibility of the

material,theshapeerrorsintroducedby fixing the forcedendangleat40° arenegligible

andwill notaddsignificantlyto existinginaccuraciesin theadjustableshade'smodelingof

anactuallunarshade.

 is))
Contact --_ __J

point _ ] _Tangent

\_ line

Figure 6.8: End angle change by rotating pincher/roller assembly.
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Width adjustment The second adjustment necessary to change the shade focus

is width adjustment. The width is adjusted by moving the two edges of the catenary shade

closer together or farther apart. The motion is linear horizontal and symmetric about the

radiator with the edges supported at a constant height (equal to the top of the radiator). See

Figure 6.9 for the direction of motion. The edges of the shade material are glued to a roller

shaft on one side and to a bar on the other. Each end of the bar or roller passes through a

hole in a translator plate which simply supports it. The translator plates are confined to

move linearly back and forth on the horizontal frame members at the ends of the shade.

The design team considered an "H" shaped plate that slides on the frame members but

rejected the ideal because of concerns about friction and binding in the vacuum environment

where there is no water film on surfaces to reduce sliding friction like there is in a standard

earth atmosphere. Instead, each translator plate is equipped with a pair of guide wheels

which roll on the frame members (see Figure 6.10).

Figure 6.9: Width Adjustment Direction of Motion
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Wheel bolt _locked to plate
with double nut

End of shaft

Cross-section of frame member

Translator "_' [_k.._ Wheel

plate cC = tF

Figure 6.10: Translator Plate Guide Wheels

Although linear guide wheel systems are commercially available, the design team

chose to manufacture wheels because none where located which met the material

requirements for the vacuum chamber. Light weight wheels are generally made of plastics

and the bearings in wheels rated for heavy loads are held in a nylon basket. The guide

wheels manufactured by the team are one piece aluminum and have a 1/8" deep by 5/32"

wide groove into which the edge of the 1/8" thick angle aluminum frame fits (see Figure

6.11). Once the frame is bolted together with the translator plates in place, the wheels can

not jump off the frame "track" because one wheel is above the top track and the other below

the bottom track. Two track members where chosen rather than one because the farther the

top wheel is from the bottom wheel the more moment the translator bar can support around

an axis parallel to the track (the "X" axis back in Figure 6.10). Close tolerances between

the groove width and the width of the frame member will allow the translator plate to

support a moment about a vertical axis (the "Y" axis). Finally, small tolerances between

the groove bottom to groove bottom distance and the track to track distance enable the
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translatorplateto supportamomentaboutanaxisparallelto theradiatorlength("Z" axis)

with aminimalof rotationalplayaboutthisaxis.

-q__V
3/4"

__Vq_
1,815,32

1/2" DIA

Figure 6.11: Guide Wheels

The wheel size of 3/4" outside diameter was chosen to keep the vertical height of

the translator bar small. The wheel groove can not be cut deeper than 1/8" and still leave

enough material between the bottom of the groove and the 3/16" diameter center hole for

strength (accounting for wear and possible miscentering of the groove with respect to the

center hole). With such a shallow groove, it is important that the wheels are rigidly and

accurately mounted and that the distance between the two tracks remain constant. Careful

mounting of the frame members to insure that they are parallel and the use of comer struts

(described in the frame embodiment section) to prevent leaning of the frame (see Figure

6.12), are necessary to insure that at no point will the translator wheels be able to come off

the track. Deflection of the top track under loading by the upper translator wheel is another

scenario in which the tracks might move close enough together for derailment (see Figure

6.13). Defection is kept under control by sufficient sizing of the frame member and use of
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anadditionalleg supportingthemembersattheir center(parallelto theendof theradiator).

For 1/2" by 1/8" anglealuminumwith the loadingconfigurationshown, themaximum

deflection is 0.006", far less than the 0.125" allowed by the wheel groove depth (see

AppendixD for deflectioncalculations).

Figure6.12: FrameLeaning

15 lbs 15 lbs

Deflection Deflection

Additional leg

Figure 6.13: Track Deflection
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Theendsof thealuminumshaftsrotatein holesdrilled in thetranslatorplates.The

endsof theshaftsarelathedto asmallerdiameter(3/16") to reducethemomentarmwith

which the sliding friction can opposerotation. Bearingsor bushingsareunnecessary

becauseof thefight loadsandlimitedusagefife of thetestshade.Thrustis supportedin the

roller shaftby a pair of washers,oneglued to theshaftoneachside of atranslatorplate

(seeFigure 6.14). The motor supportsthrust in the roller shaft and the bar at the non

rolling shadeedgeis heldin placebyits sizereductionat thepoint whereit passesthrough

theplate(seeFigure6.15).

Washer-_ m

Pincherroller U

Translator_ " Glue
plate

Figure6.14: ThrustWasher

At oneendof therolleranoversizedtranslatorplatesupportsthemotor. Themotor

is facemountedto theplateandtheshaftpassesthroughanoversizedholein theplate(see

Figure 6.16. The motor translatorplate is 1/2" thick to allow for countersinking of the

wheelmountingbolt (sothebolt headdoesn'tinterferewith themotormounting). A 1/2"

thick spacerplatefits betweenthemotorandthetranslatorplate. The spacersimulatesa

pressurized(andcooled)canwhich will be installedlater to protect the motor from the
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vacuumenvironment.Thespacerallowssufficient shaftlengthandmotormountingbolt

lengthsothatextensivemodificationsarenot requiredwhenthespaceris replacedby the

can. If possible,thecanshouldbedesignedwith a 1/2" thick face.

Nonrolling edgebar

Edgeview of translatorplates
(cross-sectionleft)

1

Figure 6.15: Edge Bar

Motor

I- II I I_C°unter sinkfor

Spacer ] I - Motor support

U translator plate

Figure 6.16: Motor Mount
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The translatorplatesallow the shadeedges,pincher/rollerassembly,androller

motorto movebut aseparatesystemis necessaryto powerandcontrolthemotion. This is

accomplishedusing the trolley cableconcept(seeFigure 6.17). The cable is a small

stainlesssteelladderchaindrivenby amotor mountedto a stationaryplate(alsousinga

spacerplate). Onetranslatoris boltedto a point on thetop passof thechainandtheother

to thebottompass. As thechainrotatesthetranslatorsmoveequaldistancesin opposite

direction. SeeAppendixI: MotorAnalysis,for motorsizingandspecifications.

Figure6.17: TrolleyCableMechanism

6.1.2.3 End Shielding: Rectangular Shield Plate

The rectangular shield plate is designed to just cover the ends of the shade at its

widest setting. Its top and bottom are aligned with the radiator to shield all solar radiation

incident on the ends of the shade.

The shield plate is of the same material as the shade, aluminized polyimide. The

minimum dimensions of the shield plate are approximately, 2.4" x 13.6". Where the 2.4

inches is the height of the radiator and the 13.6 inches is the width of the shade at its 2
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radiatorunit focus. Theshieldplateisconnectedto theendsof theframe,coveringmostof

the chain and sprocket mechanism...(See figure 6.18 for a more detailed picture of the end

shield attachmen0.

Y

Figure 6.18: End Shield Attachment

6.1.3 Cost Analysis

The cost of building the test shade is projected to be approximately $400. As of

publication time $320.11 worth of material has been purchased but the need for several

small additional items has been foreseen. Cost of the test shade includes material and parts

costs only. The prototype is to be machined at the University of Texas at Austin machine

shop, by the design team. Therefore there will be no extra cost for the machining of parts.

The bulk of the cost of the prototype extends from ordered parts such as motors, springs,

sprockets, chains, screws and bolts, etc. The cost breakdown for the ordered parts is

presented in Table 6.1. Materials, such as angle aluminum, flat bars, and round bars were

also ordered for the building of the shade frame. These added materials are listed

separately in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.1

Cost Breakdown for Ordered Parts

Part

Ladder Chain

Part No.

6YB-19

Split Lock Washer

Size/Qty

8ft.

Brass Sprocket 6B8-1912 5 ea

Motor 4ZA53 2 ea

Capacitor 3738 2 ea

Speed Control 78301 2 ea

Hex Head Bolt 10-32 x 3/4 80 ea

Socket Head Bolt 10-32 x 1 10 ea

Hex Nut 10-32 100 ea

#.10

Cost/Pkg
I I

$ 26.88

$ 33.10

$ 48.85

$ 3.58

$15.00

$ 358.95/1000

$ 37.1811000

$ 42.9611000

Total Cost

$ 26.88

$ 33.10

$ 97.70

$7.16

$ 30.00

$ 28.72

$ 3.72

$ 0.90

100 ea $ 8.99/1ooo $ 4.30

Table 6.2

Cost Breakdown for Frame Material

Material

Angle - Aluminum

Flat Bars (Al)

Flat Bars (A1)

Flat Bars (Al)

Round Bars/Shafts

Round Bars/Shafts

Round Bars/Shafts

Round Bars/Shafts

Size Qty Total Cost

1/2" x 1/2 "x 1/8" (2) @ 16 ft $13.86

1/2" x 2" x 1' 4 $ 20.70

3/4" x 3/16" x 2' 1 $ 6.11

1/8" x 112" x 1' (2) @ 16 fl $ 7.18

1/4" dia (1) @ 3 fi $10.26

1/2" dia (1) @ 3 fl $ 7.33

3/4" dia (1) @ 3 fl $ 5.57

1" dia (1) @ 2 ft $16.80
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The shadematerial,aluminizedpolyimide, is not included in the cost breakdown.

This material was made available to the design team by NASA, and will be available for

any further testing if it should have to be replaced. See Appendix G: Vendor Information,

for additional information concerning the ordering of parts.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has identified heat rejection

using external radiators as a key concern when planning manned space missions. To

conserve energy, NASA wishes to avoid using a heat pump to raise the radiator

temperature. This results in the radiator being cooler than the surrounding lunar surface

during the lunar midday. Shading the radiator from planetary infrared and albedo is

therefore deemed necessary to prevent a net heat transfer into the radiator. The design team

has developed an adjustable shade for testing inside a solar lamp equipped vacuum

chamber. The vacuum chamber simulates lunar midday conditions. The test shade will be

used with the solar simulator to determine the optimal focal length setting of the radiator

shade. With lower focal lengths the radiator will be struck by a greater proportion of the

radiation that leaves the radiator diffusely and is then reflected off the shade in an

unfocused but generally upward direction. The higher the focus of the parallel solar rays

the greater the proportion of the unfocused radiation that will miss the radiator. The

radiator will also be struck by some solar radiation that is scattered off imperfections in the

reflective material. Again, the higher the focus, the less radiation striking the radiator.

However, higher focuses are attained with wider shades which require more volume and

mass to be transported to the moon.

The following subsections discuss the conclusions and recommendations for the

test shade and some experimental procedures for ambient testing of its mechanical

operation.

7.1 Test Shade

7.1.1 Conclusion for the Test Shade
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As of theprintingdeadlinefor thisreport,constructionof thetestshadehadnotyet

beencompleted.Thetestshadewill becompletein timefor thedesignprojectpresentation.

At thattimea supplementaryreportdetailingtheresultsof ambientfunctionaltestingof the

shadeandanynecessarydesignmodificationswill beprovided.

Thetestdeviceconsistsof.analuminizedpolyimidefilm.shade,aroller mechanism

to adjusttheamountof materialin theshade,a trolley translatormechanismto adjustthe

width of theshade,apair of motors(topowerthetwo adjustments),anda frameto support

the entire apparatus. With completion of the test shade,the design team will have

performedtherequiredtasks.

The optionaltasksof makingthefocal lengthremotelyadjustableandmakingthe

shadefocal lengthcontinuouslyadjustablewithin thespecifiedfocal rangewereintegrated

into thedesign.However,dueto thelargeproportionof theallotteddesigntimeconsumed

investigationconceptualalternatives,theotheroptional taskswerenot performed. The

optionaltaskto designandconstructasimulatedlunarsurfacedoesn'tappearto beclosely

intertwined with the designof the shadeitself andhencecanbe completedseparately

without lossof overall systemdesignefficiency. Likewise, the thermocouplesmay be

attachedlater. To accommodatethefutureadditionof motorisolatorcanswithoutchanging

the shaftlengthsor motor mountingbolt lengths,a 1/2" spacerhasbeenplacedbetween

eachmotor faceandthebar it bolts to. An isolatorcanwith a 1/2"thick or lessfacemay

thenbe used(after the spaceris removed)without changingtheshaft or mountingbolt

lengths(usespacerwasherswith thinnercans).Theincompleteoptional taskthat will be

mostconstrainedby thepreexistingshadedesignis thetestradiatordesign. Now thatthe

test shadehasbeensizedandconstructedthe radiatorsizeis set(2.4" high by 24" long).

Perhapsanoff theshelf radiatorcould havebeenfound that wasnearthis sizeandthe

shadecould havebeenscaledto fit it. Now, a radiatorwill almostcertainly haveto be

speciallydesignedandconstructedto fit therequiredradiatorsize.
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Thetwo mostimportantfeaturesincorporatedin thedesignof thetestshadearethe

roller and trolly mechanisms.The primary goal of thedesignproject was to designan

adjustablefocal lengthshade. The roller andtrolley mechanismsenablethe two shade

adjustmentsnecessaryfor focal lengthadjustmentin ashadewith constantprofile height.

Thesetwo adjustmentsarearc lengthandwidth. With theseadjustmentcapabilities,the

shadecanbetestedin a simulatedlunarenvironmentto determinetheoptimalfocal length

setting balancingthe tradeoffs betweena small easily transportedshadeand a large

efficientone.

7.1.2 Recommendations for the Prototype

The design team recommends that NASA complete the following tasks necessary

for thermal vacuum chamber testing of the shade.

1. Design and construction of a test radiator.

2. Design and construction of a lunar surface simulator.

3. Attachment of thermocouples to the test shade, radiator, and simulated lunar

surface.

4. Design and construction of cans to isolate the motors from the vacuum

environment.

After completion of the aforementioned tasks the shade will be ready for use in a vacuum

chamber to test the effects of shade width and focal length on radiator efficiency.

The design team also recommends that NASA consider adding redundant motors to

the currently unpowered ends of the drive shafts. These motors would act as backups and

allow testing to continue in the event of a motor failure.
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7.2 Ambient Testing Procedures

Upon completion of the test shade, the design team will perform ambient

environment tests to assure that the design is mechanically functional. The flame will be

overloaded from various directions to test that it provides sufficient stability. The team will

also torque the translator bars around all three axis to confirm that the wheel/track

tolerances are sufficiently small to support all three moments as intended without excessive

movement.

Finally, the shade device will be run through a series of tests in which the shade

will be adjusted to approximately ten equally spaced focal settings. This will test the ability

of the motors to be accurately controlled. At each setting, a low power laser will be used to

test the actual focus of vertical rays striking the shade. Then the width position of the

shade edge will be marked, perhaps on the top track where the various marks will create a

visible rule for focal setting. Likewise, any modifications necessary to aid visible

measurement of the arc length setting (i.e.unobstructed view of the gap between the bottom

of the radiator and the shade) will be added and evaluated at this time.
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SPECIFICATION LIST



ME 466K

DESIGN PROJECT

Chan_es D/W

for

Appendix A

Specification List

Specification

Lunar Radiator Test Article

Requirements

Functional Reouirements:

D -Provide support for shading device (test

article)

D -Provide shape changes for focal lengths of

1, 1.5, and 2 times the radiator height

D -Provide end shield shading

W -Check focal point distance/length

1. Geometry

W -Frame to support shade must be at least 1

inch above the lunar/ground surface

W -Length to height ratio of the shade must be

at least 10

D -Frame must minimize shading and be

constructed to support shading device

3/28/92 W

2. Costs

-Project budget must be kept within $1000

2/10/92

W

W

W

W

W

-Must fit inside normal station wagon for

ease of transportability

-Easy to install

-minimize number of moving parts for time

efficiency during installation

-must be a stable structure

-remotely adjustable

Page: 1

Resp.

D- Demand

W-Wishes

A-1



ME 466K

DESIGN PROJECT

Changes D/W

D

W

W

W

4/2/92 W

3/27/92 D

2/5/92 W

W

D

W

2/5/92 D

Specification

for Lunar Radiator Test Article

Requirements

4. _aialt,/laa_

-shade material must be replaceable in case

of tearing or other damage

-shade must be easy to clean or "sweep"

-minimize lunar dust collection

-maximum life for testing phase

5. Maaafamm 
-1 unit (for prototype)

-1 unit (for sample prototype)

6. F,w,t 

-manual operation

-electric motor

-electric radiator

7. Ooeration

-minimize noise

-manual operation

-continuous/adjustable operation

-must be able to withstand vacuum chamber

testing

8. Forces

D -frame must be able to withstand weight

of controls and shade

W -minimize frictional forces

D

9. Material

-material must be able to withstand extreme

Page: 2

Resp.
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DESIGNPROJECT

Changes D/W

2/8192 D

D

Specification
for LunarRadiatorTestArticle

Requirements

temperatures,especiallyheat
-materialsmustbepre-approvedbyNASA
-mustwithstandvacuumenvironment

10. Kinematics

D -device must provide at least 2D motion

W -3 degrees of freedom

W -must minimize torque on material to

maintain catenary/parabolic shape

W -non-linear linkages

11. Assembly

W -device must disassemble for ease of

transportability

W -minimize moving parts for ease of

installation

12. Saft_

D -device must provide safe operation during

testing

D -electrical connections must be made safe

for vacuum chamber testing

Page: 3

Resp.
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APPENDIX C

CATENARY/PARABOLIC ANALYSIS



This appendix contains calculations relating to the equations for the shape of the

hanging shade. The first section, Catenary/Parabolic, compares the catenary and parabolic

shapes. The next section, Parabolic/Stiff, compares the parabolic equation to the deflection

shape of a stiff beam. The third section, Parabolic Arc Length, calculates the length of

material in parabolic shapes with the desired three focal lengths. Finally, the Parabolic End

Slope section calculates the angles between the ends of the parabolic shape and the

horizontal for the three focal lengths.

Section I: Catenary/Parabolic Comparison

This section of the Catenary/Parabolic Analysis appendix compares parabolic

shapes having the required three focal lengths with catenary shapes passing through the

same vertex and end points. For each focal length (starting with one and ending with two),

the parabolic equation is plotted first, then the respective catenary, and finally the two are

overlaied on the same plot. Even for the one unit focus it is difficult to discern two separate

lines on the overlaid plot.
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f [p__] = (4*p'y) ^0.5

0.5
2. (p y)

xl=f [i]/.y->l

2.

x2=f [I. 5]/.y->l

2.44949

x3=f [2]/.y->l

2.82843

FindRoot [a* (Cosh [xl/a] -I) -1==0, {a, 2} ]

{a -> 2.14864)

al=a/.%

2.14864

FindRoot [a* (Cosh [x2/a] -I) -1==0, {a, 3} ]

{a -> 3.15387)

a2=a/.%

3.15387

FindRoot [a* (Cosh [x3/a] -i) -1==0, {a, 4} ]

(a -> 4.15674}

a3=al .%

4.15674

Plot [y= (x^2) I (4*p)

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

-2 -I

-Graphics -

/.p-_l, {x,-xl,xl} ]

1 2
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Catena.,'y/Parabolic

PlOt [y=al* (Cosh[x/al] -1), {x, -xl,xl) ]

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

2

-2 -i

-Graphics-

Show [%11, %12, AxesLabel- _ { "x" , "y" }]

Y

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

-2 -I

1 2

X

-Graphics-
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Ca_nary/Parabolic

Plot [y= (xA2) / (4*p)

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

-2 -I

-Graphics -

/.p->l.5, (x,-x2,x2}]

J
i 2

Plot [y=a2* (Cosh [x/a2] -i), {x, -x2, x2} ]

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

-2 -I

-Graphics-

i 2
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C_ren_ry/Parabolic

Show[%14,%15]

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

-2 -i

-Graphics-

1 2

Plot[y=(x^2)/(4*p) /.p->2,{x,-x3,x3}]

1

0.8

0.6

,, i ,

-2 -i 1 2

-Graphics-
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Camnary/Parabolic

Plot [y=a3* (Cosh Ix/a3 ] -i), {x, -x3,x3} ]

1

0.8

0.6

0.4_

, , _̂ __2

-2 -1

-Graphics-

Show [%17, %18 ]

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

2_

-2 -i

-Graphics-

J, , i

1 2 ' '

1 2
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Section II: Parabolic/Stiff Beam Deflection Comparison

In this section the stiff beam deflection equation is transformed from the form

where the origin is at the left end of the beam and the deflections are below the X axis to the

form where the origin is at the curve vertex and the entire curve above the X axis. This

was performed so that the stiff beam deflection curve could be overlaid on the parabolic

curve. However, when the transformation was complete and the results simplified the stiff

beam deflection equation assumed the standard form of the parabolic equation. This shows

that a stiff weightless beam deflects parabolicly when exposed to end moments and further

confirms the validity of using the parabolic equation to approximate the shape of the

hanging shade.
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yS=C*(XS^2-L*xs)

c (-(L xs) + xs 2)

c=l

L=I

Plot[ys,{xs,0,1}]

1

(* The deflection equation for

a stiff beam subject to

equal but opposing mument

couples at its two ends t)

-o.osi

-0..!.

I

-0.151

-0.2

-0.25

-Graphics-

C=.

L=.

offset=ys/.xs->L/2

-(c L 2 )

4

ys=ys -offset

c L 2 2

-/-- + c (-(L xs) + xs )

(* We want to center and

scale this plot so that

it can be compared to a

parabolic plot with its

vertice at the origin *)

(* Find the offset neccisary
so that the deflection

curve is always above the

x axis *)

(* Add the offset e)
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Parabolic/Stiff

L--I

c--i

Plot [ys, (xs, O, 1}]

1

0.25

0.2

0.i

0.2 0.4

-Graphics-

L=.

C=.

0.15

0.05

0.6 0.8 1

xS=x+LI2

L

i +x

(* Convert x variable so the

equation is symetric about

the y axis *)

yS

2
c L

4

(* view transformed

equation *)

L L
+ C (-(L (_ + X)) + (_ + x) 2)
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Parabolic/Stiff

L=I

c=l

Plot[ys, {x,-0.5,0.5)]

I

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.I

, _5

-0.4 -0.2

-Graphics-

L _ ,

C--.

ys

2
c L

4

0.2 0.4

L L 2)
+ c (-(L (i + x)) + (i ÷ x)

Simplify [Ms ]

2
c x

(" See if anything cancels

out of the repositioned

stiff beam deflection

equation *)

(* Note that the stiff beam

deflection equation is of

the form y_constant x^2

i.e. the weightless stiff

beam s%tbject tO moments at

its ends deforms parabolicly
o)

_=x^2/(4*p)

2
x

4p

(* The parabolic equation *)
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ParabotictStfff

ep=(4*p)^0.5

p=2

(* The x end point of the

parabolic shape 1 unit

high *)

(* Set focus at 2 units -)

Solve[l=-c*ep^2,c]

{{c -> 0.125))

c=0.125

(* Solve the stiff beam

equation for the value
of c that will allow it

to pass through the same

end points as the

parabolic equation t)

0.125

yB

0.03125 L 2 L L 2
+ 0.125 (-(L (_ + x)) + (_ + X) )

ys=Simplify[ys]

2
0.125 x

YP

2
x

8

C-ll



Parabolic]Sdff

PlotC{ys,y_},(x,-ep, ep}]

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

| , | , , ,

-2 -i

-Graphics-

(* Because a stiff beam subject to bending moment

deformes parabolicly it can (within material

limits) be forced to overlay a any parabolic shape

by specifying the end points and Lhe ver_ax *)
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Section lIE Parabolic Arc Length Calculation

In this section the arc lengths of the parabolic shapes having the three required focal

lengths are calculated.
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y=x^2/(4"I))

2
x

4 p

dac=(l÷(D[y,x] ) ^2) ^0.5

2

x )0.5
(I + ----_

4 p

ep= (4*p) ^0.5

(* The parabolic eqlzaCion *)

(* Integrand of the arc

length eqllation for the

parabolic shape *)

(* The x end point of a one

unit high (y=l) parabolic

shape *)

ac112*Integrate[dac,{x,0,ep}]

General::intinit: Loading integration packages.

Internal error: out of memory

(* Unsuccesful attempt to

explicitly solve the

arc length eql%ation *)

p=l (* Seting a numeric value

(I) to the focal length

in order Co a_ply numeric

methods for solving the

arc length equation *)

1

acl=2*NIntegrate[dac,[x,0,ep}]

(* Numeric integration *)

4.59117

aclin=acl*2.4

11.0188

p=l.5

(* Converting the arc length
from unit radiator

heights (2.4 in) into
inch units *)

(* Repeating for 1.5
radiator height focus *)

1.5

acipS=2*NIntegrate [dac, {x, 0, ep} ]

5.39877
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Parabolic arc length

aclp5in=aclp5*2.4 (* Arc length (in inches)

for 1.5 focus *)

12.9571

pc2

2

ac2=2*NIntegrate[dac,{x, 0,eg}]

6.09802

ac2in=ac2*2.4

14.6352

rollinch=ac2in-aclin

(* Arc length for focus

of 2 radiator heights *)

(* Length of material rolled
between widest and

narrowest focus ")

3.61642

rollrev=N[rollinch/(Pi*3/4)]

(* Revolutions of a 3/4"

roller _o take up material

rolled t)

1.53486
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Section IV: Parabolic End Angle Calculauon

In this section the end angles for the parabolic shapes having the three required

focal lengths are calculated.
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y=x^2/(4*p)

2
X

4 p

slope=D [y, x]

x

2p

en_oint=(4*p)*0.5

(* The parabolic equation *)

(* The slope of a line

tangent to the parabolic

equation *)

(* The x end point of a one

unit high (y-l) parabolic

shape *)

ends lope= e lope I. x- >endpoint

(* The slope at the

endpoint * )

1.

0.5
P

endangle=ArcTan [endslope ]

(* Convert the end slope

into the angle with the

horizontal *)

.

ArcTan[-_-_]
P

endanglel=endangle/.p->l

(* Find the end angle for

the one radiator height

focus *)

0.785398

endangleldeg=N[endanglel*lS0/Pi]

(* Convert the end angle

from radians to degrees *)

45.

endanglelD5=endangle/.p->l.5

0.684719

endanglelpSdeg=N[endanglelpS*lSO/Pi]

(* The end angle to the
horizontal for a focal

len_h of 1.5 *)

39.2315
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Pm"_oiic end slope

endangl e2 =endangl e/. p- •2

0. 61548

endangle2 deg=N [endangl e2 *180 /Pi ]

(* The end angle for a focal

lan_h of 2 *)

35.2644

(* Plot for visual comparison of end angles *)
yp=endslope*x

¥1o_[{Y_/.p->l,yp/.p->l.5,yp/.p->2),{x,-5,5)]

i. x

0.5
P

2 4

-Graphics-
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APPENDIX D

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS



This appendix contains calculations and graphs used to pick the cross-section size

and type for the aluminum frame members. The frame is comprised of four different types

of members; two long members parallel to the radiator, four end track members, six vertical

legs, and four corner struts. The struts only support small axial loads and the legs are too

short for significant moments to accumulate under the modest loads within this small,

lightweight system. In fact, the design team estimated the two critical system loads to be a

maximum overload total of fifteen pounds per roller wheel on the top track member and

perhaps ten pounds on the side member during lifting and transportation. Even when these

loads are applied to the midspan of their respective members the cross sections required for

strength is so small that downsizing was limited by allowable deflections and geometric

considerations rather than by strength.

The following deflection analysis was performed using the Mathematica computer

program. Analysis was performed for both the track member and the side member loaded

by their respective overload estimates (15 and 10 pounds) at the midspan length. For each

beam, a series of graphs were generated showing deflection as a function of cross-section

length dimension for various standard cross-section thicknesses. These graphs were

generated for both an angular cross-section and a rectangular one. Next, the design team

agreed on an acceptable deflection for each beam and used the graphs to identify the

combinations of cross-section length dimension and thickness which were acceptable. The

team then chose one of the acceptable combinations such as the 1/2" (length dimension) X

1/8" (thickness) angle aluminum on the basis of geometric considerations (compatibility

with frame bolting and wheel support, etc).
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dl= (W'1^3) / (48"e*i)

13 W

48 e i

d2= (W*al* (3-1-2-4-ai^2)) / (24-e*i)

al (-4 al 2 + 3 12 ) W

24 e i

i= (i/3)* (B*clA3-b*h^3+a*c2^ 3)

B cl 3 + a c2 3 - b h 3

3

h=cl-d

cl - d

el= (a'H^2 +b-d^2 )/ (2* (a*H+b*d))

b d2 H 2+ a

2 (bd ÷ all)

C2=H-cl

b d2 2+ a H
H -

2 (b d + a H)

B=L

L

H=L

L

b=L-t

L - t

d=t

t

a=t

t

i

(L (L2 t + (L t) t2) 3

3
8 (L t + (L - t) t)

(L - t)

+ t (L -

-t +

2
L t + (L - t)

2 (L t + (L- t) t)

2
L t ÷ (L - t) t 2

2 (L t + (L - t) t)

t 2 3
) ) 1 3

3
) -
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angle deflections

i=Simplify [%]

t (5 L 4 - i0 L 3 t + ii L 2 2 3 t4t - 6 L t + )

dl= Simpli fy [dl ]

12 (2 L - t)

13 (2 L - t) W

4 e t (5 L 4 - i0 L 3 t + ii L 2 t 2 - 6 L t 3 + t 4)

d2=Simplify [d2 ]

al (4 al 2 - 3 12 ) (-2 L + t) W

2 e t (5 L 4 I0 L 3 t + ii L 2 t 2 - 6 L t 3 + t 4)

e=10000000

i0000000

(* For long side under I0 ibs load at the midle.*)

W=10

1=27.5

i0

27.5

(* For 1/8 thickness, plot of deflection:vert -vs-

length on both sides of angle *)

t=l18

1

Plot [dl, {L, 112, 1) ]

0. 175

0.15

0.125

0.1

0.075

0.05

'.5.......... '. ' 'o o.s '0'.7' o 8' 0'.9

-Graphics-
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angle deflections

(* same but thickness is 3/16 *)

t=3/16

3

16

Plot[dl,{L,l/2,1)]

0.14

\ °_ii
0.08

0.06

0.04

o15 'o16 o17' ol .....8 0.9

-Graphics-

(* same but i/4 thick *)
t=114

1

Plot[dl,{L,l/2,1)]

\ 0111
0.08

0.06

0.04

t J6' ,i ,,, I,,0.5 0. 0.7 018 0.9

-Graphics-
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angle deflections

(* New senerio, short side split by a leg at

the midpoint, a 15 lb load is midway {4 318 in}
between each leg *)

1-8+3/4

35

4

(* 1/8 thickness *)
t=1/8

1

§

Plot [dl, {L, 1/2,1}]

0.006

0.005

0.004

0.003

0.002

'5 '0 ....0. .6 0.7

-Graphics-

(* 3/16 thickness *)
t=3/16

3

16

i , ,

018 ' ' '0.9
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angle deflections

Plot[dl,{L, ll2,1}]

0.004,

0.003

0.002

• , , , i , ,

015 0 6 0.7

-Graphics-

(* i/4 thickness *)

t=i/4

0'.8 ' '0'.9

1

Plot [dl, (L, 1/2, I}]

0.003

0.002

0.001

'5 ..... 8o. o:6 'o'7 ' o. ' o:9 '

-Graphics-
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dl=(W*l^3)/(48*e*i)

13 W

48 e i

d2m(W*al*(3*l^2-4*al^2))/(24*e*i)

al (-4 al 2 + 3 12 ) W

24 e i

i=b*h^3/12

b h 3

12

eml0000000

10000000

dl

13 W

40000000 b h 3

(* Long bar loaded at midpoint with I0 ibs in

weak direction *)

i-27.5

W=10

27.5

I0

(* 5/16 thick bar *)

h_3/16

3

16
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rcct deflections

PlOt [dl, {b, 1/2,1}]

1.4

1.2

, i , , , ,

0.5 0.6 0.7 0._ 0.9

-Graphics-

(* 1/4 thickness *)

h=i/4

1

Plot [dl, (b, 1/2,1} ]

0.65

0.6

0.55

0.5

0.45

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 _9

-Graphics-

(* 5/16 thickness *)

h=5/16

5

16

Do8



rect deflections

Plot [dl, {b, 1/2,1}]

0.325

0.3

0.275

0.25_

0.225

i

I 9 ' ' , ,0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 _0_9

-Graphics-

(* 3/8 thickness *)

h=3/8

Plot[all, {b,1/2,1}]

0.18

0.16

0.14

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

-Graphics-

(* New senerio: short side/roller rack loaded

with 15 Ibs half way (4 3/8"} between end leg

and midle leg *)
1=8.75

W-15

8.75

15
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rect deflections

(* 1[8 thickness *)

b=1/8

i

§

Plot [dl, {h, 1/2, i} ]

0.015

0.0125

0.01

o. 0075

O' . '.9'0.5 .6 0.7 0 8 0

-Graphics-

(* 3/16 thickness *)

t=3/16

3

16

Plot [dl, {h, 1/2, i) ]

0.015

0.0125

0.01

0.0075

.... '.7 '9 'o.5 0:6 o ' '0:8' o.

-Graphics-

(* i/4 thickness *)

b=I/4

1
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rect deflections

Plot [dl, {h, 1/2,1) ]

0,008

0.006

0.004

0 I ' _ ' , , I 8 , , , ,.5' o 6 o'.7 'o. 'o19'

-Graphics-

(* 5/16 thickness *)
b=5/16

5

16

Plot [dl, {h, 1/2,1)]

0.006

0.005

0.004

0.003

0.002

'6 ' '8' 'o_5 'o. 'o:7 ' 'o. 'o9

-Graphics-
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APPENDIX E

MASS AND VOLUME CALCULATIONS
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I

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

PERMANENT SPLIT CAPACITOR
BRAKE GEARMOTORS

READ INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO INSTALL OR OPERATE DAYTON GEARMOTORS!

RETAIN INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Description

Dayton brake gearmotors are dseKJned for Conbnuous
duty. and are ¢x)weced by permanent split capaator
3-wlra reversible motors. The gear housing ts made
from high strength zinc die casing with stset cover. First
step gear is phenolic, all others are preosmn cut or
sintered staeL Beatings are porous bronze facto_
lubricated. Units am Operable in horizontal mounting
positions only.
Gearmotors ate equip_ with spnng loaded friction

brake prov)cling posft_,e stof_ing and hotdincj ac'tKm.
Output shaft overtrave_ _3proxurnately 1" (4Z45t) to
100" (4Z459) when molor _ de-ene_tzed.

General Safely Information

Follow all [ocat electrical a*Wlsafety codes, as welt as
the NationaJ Electrical Code (NEC) and the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Act (OSHA).
WARNING: DISCONNECT FROM POWER SOURCE
BEFORE SERVICING OR INSPECTING FOR ANY
REASON. FAILURE TO DO SO COULD RESULT IN
FATAL ELECTRICAL SHOCK.

WARNING: DO NOT INSTALL IN AN EXPLOSIVE
ENVIRONMENT.

I. Follow ali local electrical and safety codes, as welt
as the National Elec_ncaf Code (NEC) and the Oc-
cupational Safely and Health Act (OSHA).

2. Motor must be securely and adequately gmurKled.
This can be accomptished by wrong w*th a
grounded, metat-_ad raceway system by using a
separate ground w_re cormected to the bare metal
of the motor frame, or oth_' suitable meets. Reler
tO NEC Article 250 (Grounding} for additional
intormation.

3. (30 not depend on motor control devices (motor
starters, etc.) to prevent unexpected motor start
ups. Always disconnecl power source before work-
ing on or near a motor or its connected Ioi¢1, If the
power disconnect point is OUt of sight, lock it in the
open pos=tion and tag it to prevent unexpected ap-
plication of power.

4 All moving pans should be guarded
5. Be careful when touching the extanor of an oparat-

ing motor -- it may be hot enough to be pamkd or
cause inlury. MoOem-desKjn motors normally run
hot when operating at rated valtage and load.

6. Protect the Dower ceble horn coming _ contacl wi_h
sharp objects.

7 130 not kink power cable and never allow the cable
to come in contact with od, grease, hot surtacas, or
chemgcals.

8 Make certain that the power sOurce conforms to the
requirements ot your equipment.

W'nan cioanmg e_ectncat or electronic e_Jipment.
always use an edproved cleaning agenf such as an l
cleaning solvent.

"0Is
-Iow-

r_t

I=MI_

TAJNBIED • 8-32 UNC-:N!

i I'_tOESl

Figure 1 _ Dimensions

Installation

1. Use only in a c_aan and dry location v,ffh ack_luate
SUppty of cooEr_ air. Aml_mt temperature should
not exceed 40"C. For outdoor instalta|ioN, gearmotor
must be protected by a cover thai does not block aer
flow to ar¢l 8round the motor.

W&RNING: NOT TO BE USEO IN HAZARDOUS LG-
CATIONS. CONSULT YOUR LOCAL GOVERNMENT
INSPECTION AGENCY FOR GUIOANCE.

2. Mount g_ to rigid flat surface using fOur 8-32
self-tapl=ng screws.

3. Wiring connect_ns: Art wthng an0 electncal connec-
tmns comply w_th the Natmnal Electncal Co0e and
local electhcal cocles. In perticutar, refer 1o Arflcle
430 (Motors. Motor Circt.,ts and Controtters) o! the
NEC.

4. Voltage. frequency and phase of power sul_iy rnus!
be the same as that shown on the motor nameDla_e

G-1



FORM 5S2401 I

06315 I

MODELS 47.451 thru 4Z459

Operation

1. When using a direct coupling check carefully the
alignment, making sure mat they are in direct alKJn-
ment after bolting down. Shim _f required. If using a
flexible coup4lng do not depend on it to compensate
for misal_nrneflt.

2. Do not exceed torque shown. Avoid shock load. For
24-hour settee re0uce torque rating by 25%.

3. When used with belt or chain do not side load outpul
shaft beanng in excess of 3.5 Ibs, located midway on
output shaft.

4 Unit is not designed for axmi thrusl load,

5. 4X426 oil-filled capaotor (4MFD) is required for
operatmn.

Troubleshooting Chart

Won't start 1. NO input la. Check voltage
power available.

b. If no vndaoe is pros-
ent check fuse.

2. Serf aligning 2. With power off, in-
bearings not spoc_ motor bearing
in aJigflmenl alignment first by

t_ng to rotate rotor
shaft of motor. If a
binding condition
e0OSTS,lap slighlJy
on the side of motor
will1 a plasllc ham-
mer. Oo not lap on
motor bobbin or
coil. Apply power Io
see if proOlem has
been corrected.

3. 0verloade0 3a, Check load and
alignment of
coupling.

b. Too much side ida.

Motor runs stnp_i gears Replace und -- eliminate
but output due to overload shock load condition or
shaf_ conclibon use lander capacily gear-
doesn t motor using cormcl ser-
turn vce factor,

Connection for Clockwise (CW) rotation facing ouWut
shaft: Connect 115V power to black and grey leads• To
rewerse, connect power to black and yell_ leads.

L1 ) EL.*CK (COM_) ,.L,

I MOOR#_
SPOT SWITCH W1NDING _

115VAC iF DESIRED FOR I_ "1

REVERSING I I

80/50 XZ SERV]CE I ]iNPUT

_Eu.ow_cc_I I'3

_" -L 4MFO 3"_ vAc i
_. _ OIL FILLED I

1.2 SWITCH "_o GREY CAPACI'R3R I

Figure 2 -- Winng Dia.__grern

Specifications & Performance

AT SO Hx: 11100 HR 0.35 FULL-LOAD AMPll

TORQUE

AT RI H_ 11120 HR 0.32 FULL-LOAD AMPS

TOROdE

NEll. FIL IN-LB$. IN-LB_L NOM. F/1. IN-LIIS. IN-LOS.

MODEL RPM START RUN RIll START nUN

4Z4§1 t 56 42 .83 45 42

4Z452 4 35 26 3.3 28 28

4Z453 7 24 lS e8 21 18

4z4s4 12 le 11 10.o 13 11

4z45e 18 11 e 15.0 9.e 8

4z45e 25 8 e 20.8 6.0 6

4Z4e7 35 5 4 21;1.1 4.3 4

4Z451 55 3.5 2,6 46 3 2 6

4Z45e 98 2 1.5 82 _ 7 _ 5

All uniLs recognized by UnOerwnters Laboratories for construotion under the Motor Component Recognition Program
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T
PO.

1

. • SIZE 19

A

Yield
Catalog Point
Number Material Lbs.

Basic
ICIl-t g 30

Steel

Hi-Tensile
6C||-1 | SS

Stool

6B8-1 • Brass 18
6Y8- I 9 Stainless 30

MATERIAL: arms

L|clclor chain e

Links A C
Per Wire • OuUiae

Foot Oia. Pitch Wklth

66 .041 .1852 .297

* NOTE: Priced pew foot.

O
Inside
Mdth

J .110

!
• .0_' FACE

te

.e
Ire

440

Catalog No. of
Number Teeth

iB8-1906 6

£BB*IBO7 7
SB8.1908 8

688-1909 9
688-1910 10
SBO-tll2 12
6II-lllS IS

• II.lllJ 16
iIl-tltl 18
618-1120 20

688-1924 24
488-1932 32
688-1936 36

688-1848 48
688-1960 60
688-1972 72

SprocKets

C D
• Hub Hub

P.O. nora Oia. Pfoj.

.36

.41 114

.47 1/8 5/16

.53

.59 318

.70 7/16 114

.87

.93
1.06 3/16 1/2
1.16

1.38

1.86 1/4 5/8
2.12

2.78 S/16 11/16 S/16
3,48
4.21

E

Length Type

11132

13/32

IqaTn

Cast

9 & 10 Tooth Sprockets H4ve #_8-32 Set Screws. 12 Thru 32 Tooth
Sprockets Have #8-32 Set Sc=ews. 36 Thru 72 Tooth SProrJ(ots Have
#10 - 32 Sot Screws.

"*Do Not Have Set Screws. Have Recessed GrOOve In Hub For Chain Clearance.
2 Piece Assemhiy 3/8 Bore Max.
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• , . • .

T
PJD.

l

A

• 81ZE 19

.... _./-.

p :

i

Catalog

Numher Material

Basic
IC11-19

Steel

Hi-Tensile
ISClI-t I

Steel

Iml-ll Brass

$Y8-1 • Stainless

MATERIAL: Steel

Ladder Chain e

Yield Links A

Point Per Wire

Lbs. Foot Oil.

30

55 65 .041

18

30

eNIDTE; Priced per foot,

O

Pitch

C O

Outside Inside

Width Width

.185 .297 .110

• .ors FACE

Catalog

Number

iCl-l•07

iCl-ll08

SOl-it0•

ICl-t•10

6C8-1912

6C1-1914

§CI1-1 •|i

$Cl-1920

6CI-I 924

Sprockets

C

NO. of B ;-tub

Teeth P.O. Bore Dla.

7 .41 3/8

8 .47 3/16 7/)6

9 .53 112

10 .59 9/16

12 .70 1/4 11/16

14 .83 It4

16 .93

20 1.16 S/l 6 718

24 1.38

D

Hub

Proj.

1/2

13/32

E

Length

19/32

1/2

7 & II Tooth SProckets Have #8-32 Set Screws

II Thru 24 Tooth Sprockets Hove #10-32 Set Screws

Type

Plain

441
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The DUA-L -VEE® =,,+-m. ," : " ,

Three Components_ Four sizes. _:,,,, _ ,..,I ._
I ' ; * ! ' - . :. . L L ..... -L ....

The DUA-L;VEEo Go do WheePSyeten_ Is s prowm, economtmLI m_hod _ obtldn.Ing prlotlion linear m0lt.

forelltyposofmeclqiniclllppjlClltlonL__[l ; i F i ; _;': ! ;1 ; i !J ;-_--t'-'-;-'---,° ; ; rl : : " :
. A low fdctlon ile_urete.eJIde, suohia41 the .one i]luelmhKI below, lClln bo mode X:lUlC_ilnd Inlxl_lli#ll

without me Wd of costlY {'neehlne tooll AI that Is needed li z rule _ I_ddtl i)rel_ "_'hilre .are no Ilnelr ewe

The guide whee(e lure precildon grout, d, douse row m_,gulet oo111,¢I Oell mint n_l' , wnl F . , IX . (

inds¥iiliPlllshietdldOr:lellld. !tt i I !''1 i ! i! ;: _; t.l'" ,-i-_. , , '1 } , I ,LI--L"I_ ' I';"
The trick IS cold formed from medium:carbon steel lid IliiVllllme U..mane{l:or hlmened ira [_o w..nl

on thll too contect Sir/lOll. The k)wer poison of._hll _ tl!llb_ _ _o.per_ _ fc,"_rlalJntlng. : ..... i
EccemrJc bulhlngl am used opposite ooncll_rtO bti_ngl .to providB,I limpid lid lfflcllvl rne0/_ll:,

adNlllngthefreepley_,theWItem.-l.: i : _ _ i _ : !_1 i I ! L" , F', I ' : :., I :-_-'......;
Slnc8 thlll cli'cuI1_llllnci o|.tho.whelll |1 _flti_llf It _ll mlllor d_l,m__,efLt ,t_1 _t_ ;nllno_ allmetm', ._ere:

a conlUm wiping ictton on thi trick which gtvee i IiIf-olelmlng _/ficL G{_.iminlml do not clued eny gre.
0141of efflcilmW In the.lyllen'r_ _ , ' ; : i . " _ : ; ' ;

• _ T'_ , """ "i '_ ' _ "' "

I

,1t ....
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6uide Wheels: Sizes

: Cl m

: " ' _t ........ , ......

1 i "' i -,-"
,, . I.. i _ _ i-- _- t " "r: ...... i" _' '"'i .......
-W,--_-_-..B_---"_'-_l_.-I-. ' . ; : I -',. i - " "_-'r- :

_ i'' " , :':_i"_ :'__." : . i

! T7_.; _ . . ,

• _ ; _ !. i. '- -
• MDI.N _ NS|I'_E ' °,-1. -: l

' ' ! ...... i
F

x

.... i

mWmmm

I

MD wOUTSIDE ' '
.... i

• !-

i .

, . , ;. ,

I
I

i

. [i I

L t !i

)i /\/

.. . ; %/_-.. - : . ;

..... :..:!.: _ ).I__...

_. -; ..... i :. ; :. i );-' ;
I ' ': t i' "')i

| .....

,i
'1

i 1

SIZE A" . _ WTJIbl.

..77".....

1.80_

2.36"

B C'

310" ! .1875"

.437" .3750"

r

•625" ,4724'[
• I "

1

.o,,, ..=!.E_-',O_=_0'=

,5oo- ._18-

.zSo.,i :i 1 ': 1.062"

1.000"; ' 1,375" ' ,

' .oat
r

• " .300

.830
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APPENDIX H

VACUUM CHAMBER STATISTICS



mo i

JOHNSON SPACE CENTER

NASA

CREW AND THERMAL
SYSTEMS DIVlSION_
VACUUM LABORATORIES

USER GUIDE S Tll.mF_Qg8 A
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CHAMBER B

MANNED THERMAL-VACUUM TEST COMPLEX WITH SOLAR

Glua_r B, :he eausLler of ¢he l.arl;e chambers, has the sane baste nepabtLLey as

Chamber A sad can eccoamadxce a varZety ot mmller eeeLe tests --re ecnuautr_Lly,
_rA¢# fucer response end Ls san-raced. RsJor lr.rueeucll el•Nines of the elm•aNt are
Cite ruoovsble .Cop heM, ehe fixed chamber floor, and • dult_ mfl_ack a¢ ehe tloor
LeveL.

The _o6d-besrtq _Loot aces Ls 6.1li(20 f_) Ln dl"n'ter sad v,Lll suppot¢ •
coeceuCrtc load of 36 000 ks (73 000 lb).

Tgo r0_1_nS brtd|e cranes vLch • cspac/c7 of 45 400 kG(100'000 lb) are used co

r_nve the chember cop and to Insert laClKe Ces¢ •fettle,
The dual umaLock provtdes easy leCelg CO cbt eeot art/des as eeL1 4s • iNUres of

¢lrlmslmrcing tee¢ cce_maa to the Cost _tcoumsa¢ sad bark dut"JLalKrammed ¢•0¢8. The
aanLoc_ can ease be ----4 as an altleude chanbet for tndelx,nden¢ eexcs. Zn •tidAl:ton,

oN urn•lock te eelcLpped etch • racer deluge system and ocher features that pere:Lc _l:s
u84J toe sLoaflad ol_¢4¢Lcme _rLch mtyllenor_cJs t_to£dee_ INp4hlt'_l.

A so/at etnm}.acloa erreyj tlounced oct ¢h8 ¢0p hO84J, LI NM_e¢ _lt deoLgn ¢o
f•elLftaee ch_qes Ln to¢ecton 4M beam e_ee to re•era•dace test t_quirenence. The
• •2or slmLL•Cloe aN-tee ire on-u/s vith xenon Imsll eoureem. The 8oures

al_eeeLou opttcs are 1•eared oucstde the cite•bet, utth ctun co11Lamcie v ol?¢Lne inside
I:bo cJumbe¢. SoLar Lae£deuc aatlee ocher I:han refer.ca1 can be er..hts,_KI by LnseiI, ILnK
_LL'TOtlJ in the chsmbel" _O redlreel: etta 8o18¢" boom,
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GenerLL Ou£s_de dbsenslows

GusrscterLu_cs WorkLnS d|aeastou

Te|_ article _Ighc
Iucz'unencatlon
Acceo8

L0.7-m (35 ft) dtmeaer by 13,i-e (43 ft} hef41bc
7.&-m (25 et) dLmter by 7.5_m (26 re) heJ4ht

36 000 kS (75 000 lb) cmenntrie load mmLmm
tesLoC_Ut data tcqulsLtloa stud reence centrot
10.7-n (35 ft) dflmlter l_lovtl_e COp heed
DuLL sauLoek at floor Len_

Vacuut ' Types of puaps
Syscam

Pmpdoun tSae

PuJptn| cAp•cLoy

IraprtsJwriis¢ toe

vs/ve_ al ctappo4 otL JdJ_ZusJan pumps and 20 £
cryo_mpa
5 hours co teat conditiau8
1 x L0 1 Liters/see catlturibhs and ! x 105
lttendsen noaqa_eumtbLes at L.33 x 10 "_ P8

(! z L0 "6 tort) mauns
Iloce: _ timber t_enkato Less than 3 x 10 5
LLcerslsecof aLr at i.33 x t0 "_ Pe (t • tO -6

tort) preum
ControLLtblm froa 90 gee sd,,./Imm; chamber dryouc

usiNI dry Ken parks, and hetNd floor st vaeuun

Chamber |

l_mm cum

Ilox& SlJtk
i

_1 cbe_

Fu_l rJumbec shroud

WaLl miSslvicy
Special simulators

i

1393 Wm (150 gift ) mmrlmm heat fSu_
0.95

Solar, -Ibedo, and pLenetu_r raullaztou, as
required
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Sc_L_ TOp sun
S/mlatJ_

De_llLemtlon

Jet.emily
Un/fomtcy
HNsunnmmc

_of X_mt
stid, tw_r

mdu18

Spectral

,'n_lian_,
Wcn- m

1 to 19 wee_ moduJJm pemetucd_ a b-a (13 ft)
dl_ _ _; modulee cam be toesced
anyvhes_ vtchtn a 6.l-,i (20 rE) dSAm_er circle

haU eq;le
622 _o 13.53 Wa (cmttlllable)
÷5 _r¢_t mmmmrWl vLth 9)0 -m _r
_.eLL-Ct.-- C_tnl_ t-_Ltr_er

.:;tO

,IQ _

Warm|eeqgth, m/cl-omet.elm
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APPENDIX I

MOTOR ANALYSIS
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APPENDIX J
SORT PROGRAM



40
50
60
70

80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

Support
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

/..PRINT "Support", "b--nield". "Move"

B-5
C-5

lO, l-_.* B_C
DIM MfMAX)
FOR I-0 TO (1_-1)

FOR J-O TO (B-l)
FOR K-I TO C

CONB-I t25+J"5+K

LET M(CONB)-I
IF N(COMB)-I THEN LPRINT (I+I),(J+I),K : LET CNT-Ck'T+I

NErYK
NEXTJ

NEXTI
LPRINT "ACCEPTABLY CONBINI_TIONS -" ;CNT

LPRINT
END

Shleld Move
1 i

I 2

I 3

1 4

I 5
2 i

2 2

2 3

2 4

2 5
3 I

3 2

3 3

3 4
3 5

4 1

4 2

4 3
4 4

4 5

5 I
5 2

5 3
5 4

5 5

I 1
I 2

i 3

i 4
1 5
2 I"

2 2

2 3
2 4

2 5

3 I
3 2

3 3

3 4
3 5
4 1

4 2
4 3

4 4
4
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2 5 1
2 5 2
2 5 3
2 5 4
2 5 5
3 1 1
3 1 2
3 _ 3
3 1 4
3 1 5
3 2 1
3 2 2
3 2 3
3 2 4
3 2 5
3 3 1
3 3 2
3 3 3
3 3 4
3 3 5
3 4 1
3 4 2
3 4 3
3 4 4
3 4 5
3 5 1
3 5 2
3 5 3
3 5 4
3 5 5
4 1 1
4 1 2
4 1 3
4 1 4
4 1 5
4 2 1
4 2 2
4 2 3
4 2 4
4 2 5
4 3 1
4 3 2
4 3 3
4 3 4
4 3 5
4 4 1
4 4 2
4 , 4 3
4 4 4
4 4 5
4 5 1
4 5 2
4 5 3
4 5 4
4 5 5

ACCEPTABLY _IN&TIONS - I00
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10

20
30
4O
50
60
70
80
9O
100
110
120
130
140 R_
150
160 R_
170
180

190

200
210

220

230

240
250

Support
1

1

I
1

1

i

I
I

1

1

1
1

1

I
1

1

i

i
1

1

2
2

2
2

2
2

2

2

2
2

2

2
2

2
2

2
2

2

I.,PRINT "Support", "Shield", "Move"
\ I.ET CNT-O

A-4
B-5
C-5
MAX-A*B_C

DIM M[MAX)
FOR I-0 TO (A-l)

FOR O'0 TO (B-I)
FOR K'I TO C

COMB" I* 25+0 *5+](

IEF M(CO_B)-I
IF I-2 AND K-2 _ LET M(COMB)-0

"I" FRAME NOT SUITED FOR UNBA_CED LOAD Of TROLLY CABLE

IF I-2 AND K-4 TH_ LET M[COMB)-0

"I" FRAME NOT SUITED FOR LARGE LOAD OF CLIMBING TRACK
IF J-0 TH]_[ LET M(COMB)-O
CAN'T ROLL UP MATERIAL WITH ATTACHED END SHEILD

IF M(COMB)-I THEN LPRINT (I+1). (J+I).K : LET CNT-CNT+I
NEXT K

NEXT J

NEXT I

LPRINT "ACCEPTABLY COMBINATIONS -" _CNT
LPRINT

END

Shield Move

2 1

2 2

2 3
2 4

2 5

3 I

3 2
3 3

3 4

3 5
4 1

4 2

4 3

4 4
4 5

5 i

5 2
5 3

5 4
5 5

2 I

2 2
2 3

2 4
2 5

3 1

3 2
3 3

3 4

3 5

4 1

4 2
4 3
4 4

4 5
5 1

5 2

5 3
4
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2 5 5
3 2 1
3 2 3

_3 2 5
3 3 1
3 3 3
3 3 5
3 4 1
3 4 3
3 4 5
3 5 1
3 5 3
3 5 5
4 2 1
4 2 2
4 2 3
4 2 4
4 2 5
4 3 1
4 3 2
4 3 3
4 3 4
4 3 5
4 4 1
4 4 2
4 4 3
4 4 4
4 4 5
4 5 1
4 5 2
4 5 3
4 5 4
4 5 5

ACCEPTABLY COMBINATIONS - 72
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ERRATA SHEET
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.
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4.

5.

6.
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Page #

ii

°°°

111

°°°

HI

.oo

111

iv

iv

2

2

12

13

23

24

33

36

37

37

40

40

Correction

rifle: "ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS" should read

"ACKNOWLEDGMENTS"

first line: "ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS" should read

"ACKNOWLEDGMENTS"

I. 1.4: "requirement" should read "requirements"

IL 2.2: "Alternate" should read "Alternatives"

II. 2.4: "Alternate" should read "Alternatives"

IV. 4.1.7: "Shad" should read "Shade"

next to last paragraph second sentence: "is to" should

be eliminated

last line: "plan" should read "plane".

2.1.3 first sentence: "articles" should read "article"

last sentence: "...a radiator, a shade, (see Appendix

A), certain criteria..." should read "...a radiator, a shade,

and adjustment mechanisms for both shade width and arc

length adjustments. Based on the project specifications

(see Appendix A), certain criteria..."

second to last line: "Scissors" should read "Scissor"

one in each of the fh'st three lines: "scissors" should read

"scissor"

Disadvantage 1.: "...absorbs heat trough..." should read

"absorb heat through..."

third line from end: "design" should read "designs"

last sentence of Orst paragraph: "to" should read "too"

first sentence of second paragraph: "combination" should

read "combinations"

fin'st line: "adjust" should read '¢adjusts"

seventh line: "direction" should be removed



Correction #

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

Page #

50

50

51

52

72

A-3

C-12

D-3

E-8

Correction

last sentence: two spaces should precede "Ranking..."

Table 5. I: "HangingShade" should read "Hanging Shade"

second paragraph third line: two spaces should follow the

period

second paragraph third line: "Figure 6.1" should be

followed by a period

second paragraph first line: periods between "of" and

"an" and also between "f'flm" and "shade" should be

replaced by spaces

title block: "for Lunar Radiator Test Article" should be

centered

second to last line: "overlaied" should read "overlaid"

fifth text line from the bottom: "neccisary" should read

"necessary"

last sentence: the last "a" should be removed.

last sentence: should read "For 1/8 inch thickness, plot of

d,W, ecfion (vertical axis) -vs.- side length for symmetric

angle aluminum."

second to last sentence: first ")" should be removed


